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SALVE REGINA
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GRADUATE
PROGRAMS

1998-99

1998-99 ACADEMIC CALENDAR

FALL SEMESTER
August

29
30
31
September
7

8
18
28

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Freshman and new students arri ve
All resident students arrive
Fall classes begin

Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Monday

LABOR DAY No classes
Last day to change semester registration
Last day to withdraw from a 7-week course without penalty
Fifth-week evaluation period begins (through 10/2)

Monday
Tuesday
Friday

COLUMBUS DAY

Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Sunday
Monday

VETERANS' DAY All classes meet
Registration for spring semester (through Thursday 11/19)
THANKSGIVING BREAK No classes (through 11129)
Resident students return
Classes resume

Thursday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
Monday

Last day of classes
Undergraduate Reading Days (through 12/12)
Final examinations (through Friday 12/18)
C HRISTMAS BREAK begins
Last day to submit File/or Degree forms to Registrar for May '99 Commencement
All fina l grades due in Registrar's Office

October

12
13
16
November
II

16
25
29
30

No c lasses
All Monday classes meet; no Tuesday classes
Last day to withdraw from a semester course without penalty

December

10
II

14
19
22
28

SPRING SEMESTER
January

10
12
18
20
29

Sunday
Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

Resident students arrive (through 1111)
Spring semester classes begin
MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY No c lasses
Last day to change semester registration
Last day to withdraw from 7-week course without penalty

Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday

Fifth-week evaluation period (through 2/12)
PRESIDENTS'DAY No classes
All Monday classes meet; no Tuesday classes
Priority deadline to file 1999-2000 financial aid forms

February

8
IS

16
22
March

5
13

21
22
April
I

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Last day to withdraw from a semester course without penalty
(through Sunday 3121 )
Resident students return
Spring c lasses resume

SPRING BREAK

(through 4/5)
Resident students return ; Graduate c lasses resume
Undergraduate classes resume
Fall 1999 registration (through 4/15)

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday

EASTE R BREAK

3
4

Monday
Tuesday

6

Thursday
Saturday
Sunday

Last day of c lasses
Undergraduate Reading Days (through 5/5)
Graduate final exams (through Monday 5/10)
Undergraduate final exams (through Tuesday 5/11 including Saturday)
Baccalaureate Mass
Commencement

5
6
12
May

IS

16

SUMMER SESSIONS
May

31
July
2

6
August
9

Monday

Session I classes begin

Friday
Tuesday

Session I classes end
Session II classes begin

Monday

Session II classes end
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1998-99 TUITION AND FEES

TU IT ION
$275 Master's Program coursework per credit hour
(MA, MS, MBA , CAGS)

$450 PhD Program course work per credit hour
$1350 Dissertation mentoring per semester for first two semesters
$450 Dissertation mentoring per semester after two semesters
GENERAL FEES

$35
$100
$150
$35
$25
$10
$25
$125

Application fee
Commitment fee for newly-matriculated students
PhD Comprehensive Examination fee
Registration fee
Late Registration fee
Course Change fee for each Add/Drop Form
Payment Deferral fee
Student Technology fee per semester
when taking 9 or more credits
$75 Independent Study fee per course
$75 Graduate Extension Study fee per course
$20 Matriculation Maintenance fee per semester
to maintain records when student is on leave

$5
$10
$]5
$150

Transcript fee:
sent within 3 working days
sent within 24 hrs
sent within 24 hrs by fax
Commencement fee

The University and the Board of Trustees reserve the right
to revise any fees.
All payments are due in the Business Office prior to Registration.
Student Registration remains incomplete until all financial obligations and eligibility requirements are satisfied.
Students are to keep the University informed about current home
and local addresses by completing Change of Address forms in
the Registrar's Office.
Students are expected to verify with the Business Office any
University or outside financial assistance to be applied to their
accounts. They should not rely on banks or other agencies to
provide this information. The University reserves the right to
cancel registration, bar future registration, hold diplomas,
transcripts, or records until all financial obligations are met.
Delinquent balances are subject to collection and students are held
liable for collection costs. Student accounts are charged for checks
returned for insufficient funds. The University may then require
settlement of balances with cash or certified check.
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WELCOME TO SALVE REGINA
Publication of this catalog reaffirms the hope of Salve Regina
faculty and staff that students will share the excitement
of discovering their academic and personal potential.
The resources available at the University should be used to
promote intellectual and moral development. Guidance
and support encourage students to use their intelligence,
ingenuity, and drive to make the most of their educational
experiences.
This catalog contains admissions and program information. Supplementary materials are also available. Those
interested in a particular program are invited to contact the
Program Director for additional information.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

ABOUT SALVE REGINA

On March 16, 1934, the State of Rhode Island granted a
Charter to the Sisters of Mercy of Providence for a
corporation named Salve Regina College. Beyond noting
that Salve Regina was to exist "to promote virtue, and
piety and learning," there were no specific directives; the
Charter left all educational options to the Sisters of Mercy.
In 1947, following more than a dozen years of careful
preparation, a magnificent turn-of-the-century Newport
mansion was given to the college. The acquisition of Ochre
Court, a fifty-room French chateau, enabled Salve Regina
to welcome its first class of 58 students that Fall.
Salve Regina is an independent, coeducational institution of higher learning that confers degrees in the arts and
sciences. It teaches in the tradition of the Catholic Church
and according to the mission of the Sisters of Mercy who
continue as its sponsors. Salve Regina's Charter was
amended in June 1991 to change the name of the Corporation to Salve Regina University.
Undergraduate academic programs include a strong
liberal arts base with concentrations in the arts, sciences,
management, business, information systems, nursing,
education and social work. The University offers programs
that lead to bachelor's and master's degrees, the Certificate
of Advanced Graduate Study, and a doctoral degree in the
Humanities.
Today's University serves approximately 2,200 men and
women from 40 states and 24 foreign countries. Alumni
number over 12,000. Its 65-acre oceanfront campus in
Newport's Ochre Point historic district includes 22 new
and adapted buildings.
MISSION OF T HE UNIVERSITY

As a community that welcomes people of all beliefs, Salve
Regina University, a Catholic institution founded by the
Sisters of Mercy, seeks wisdom and promotes universal
justice.
The University through teaching and research prepares
men and women for responsible lives by imparting and
expanding knowledge, developing skills, and cultivating
enduring values. Through liberal arts and professional
programs, students develop their abilities for thinking
clearly and creatively, enhance their capacity for sound
judgment, and prepare for the challenge of learning
throughout their lives.
In keeping with the traditions of the Sisters of Mercy,
and recognizing that all people are stewards of God's
creation, the University encourages students to work for a
world that is harmonious, just, and merciful.
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ACCREDITATONS AND MEMBERSHIPS

Salve Regina University is a fully-accredited member of
the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.
Having met the criteria of NEASC's Commission on
Institutions of Higher Education for quality and integrity
through periodic peer reviews, the University is considered
to have adequate resources to pursue its stated purposes
and has shown great promise that its educational programs
will continue into the future.
NEASC accreditation is impartial and applies to the
entire institution; it does not guarantee specific courses,
programs or individual graduate competency. Accreditation
provides reasonable assurances regarding quality of student
opportunities. Inquiries about NEASC accreditation may be
directed to the Vice President for Academic Affairs at
Salve Regina or to the:
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
NEASC
209 Burlington Road
Bedford, MA 01730-1433
tele: 617-271-0022 e-mail: cihe@neasc.org.

University accreditations
New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC)
National League for Nursing (NLN)
Elementary, Secondary, and Special Education programs
interstate-approved in approximately 36 states.
Council on Social Work Education
National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD)
University memberships
American Council on Education (ACE)
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admission Officers
College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB)
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
National Association of College Admission Counselors
National Catholic Educational Association
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities (ACCU)
Mercy Higher Education Colloquium (MHEC)
Association of Mercy Colleges
Council on Social Work Education
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
(Division III and regional subdivisions)
PROGRAM ACCESSIBILITY

Salve Regina is committed to making its services and
programs accessible to all students and is in compliance
with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
All needs respecting accessibility for graduate students
should be addressed to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS
MASTER OF ARTS (MA)

Humanities
Holistic Counseling
Human Resource Management
International Relations
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA)
MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS)

Accounting
Administration of Justice
Biomedical Technology and Management
Health Services Administration
Information Systems Science
DUAL DEGREE PROGRAMS

Administration of Justice/International Relations
Administration of Justice/Management
International Relations/Management
DOCTORATE (PhD)

Humanities
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ADMISSIONS

MASTER'S PROGRAMS
Who May Apply
Men and women with bachelor's degrees from accredited
institutions of higher learning, considered to have the
ability to pursue graduate study and who show a desire for
personal development, are admitted without regard to age,
race, sex, creed, national or ethnic origin, or handicap.
How To Apply

The following materials must be submitted to the Graduate
Admissions Office, Salve Regina University, Newport, RI
02840
l. Completed Graduate Program Application form
2. Nonrefundable application fee
3. Official transcripts from all accredited degree-granting
institutions attended
4. Two letters of recommendation, preferably from
faculty who have taught the applicant
5. Test scores no more than five-years old from one of
the following :
Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
Graduate Management Aptitude Test (GMAT)
Law School Admissions Test (LSAT)
6. Nonrefundable commitment deposit (due upon acceptance)
MATRICULATED STATUS

Upon acceptance into a master's program, students are to
request that the Graduate Studies Office schedule a matriculation interview with either the Program Director or an
appropriate program committee. The interview purpose is
to establish a tentative educational plan and to evaluate
graduate credits from other institutions for applicabil!ty to
the proposed course of study. Two courses (6 credits) may
usually be applied toward a master's degree. Program
Directors establish an advising schedule for matriculated
students that continues throughout the program. Following
interviews, the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies
provides written meeting summaries to students.
THESIS OPTION

In some programs, students may decide to write a sixcredit thesis under appropriate faculty direction. Details
are established prior to registration and in consultation
with the thesis supervisor and the program committee.
THE FINAL INTERVIEW

Students who complete a planned program of not less than
36 credits usually have a final interview with the Program
Director. Oral comprehensive exams may be administered
during the interview. When all requirements for the degree
have been satisfactorily completed, candidates qualify to
receive the degree.

PhD PROGRAM
Who May Apply
Inquiries from individuals with master's degrees and high
motivation are encouraged.
How To Apply

The first step in the admissions process is a personal
interview with the Program Director to discuss a proposed
area of concentration, to examine prerequisites, and to
prepare a writing sample.
The following materials must be submitted to the
Graduate Admissions Office, Salve Regina University,
Newport, RI 02840 by March 15 for September admission
and September 15 for January admission:
1. Completed Graduate Program Application form
2. Nonrefundable application fee
3. All undergraduate and graduate transcripts from
accredited, degree-granting institutions including proof
of an approved master's degree with a GPA of 3.0 or
higher
4. Three letters of recommendation, preferably from
faculty who have taught the applicant, that address the
applicant's ability to succeed in PhD work
5. GRE test scores no more than 5 years old
6. A IS-page paper completed for a master's degree course
7. Nonrefundable commitment deposit (due upon acceptance)
8. Current resume
9. Summary of the interview with the Program Director
DUAL-DEGREE MASTER'S PROGRAMS

Dual-degree Master's programs in Administration of Justice/
International Relations, Administration of JusticelManagement, and International RelationslManagement may be
arranged in consultation with the Program Directors. Dualdegree programs offer a common set of core courses
making it possible to earn two degrees while taking fewer
than the normally prescribed number of courses.
GRADUATE CERTIFICATES

Graduate certificates are awarded in:
Financial Management
Information Systems
Gerontology
Management
Human Resource Management
They may be earned by students with baccalaureate
degrees from accredited institutions either in conjunction
with a graduate degree program or as an added credential
by nonmatriculated students who successfully complete 12
to 18 credits as designated by the Certificate Program.
The Certification of Advanced Graduate Studies (CAGS) is
offered in Holistic Counseling and Humanities.
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How To Apply
The following materials must be submitted to the Graduate
Admissions Office, Salve Regina University, Newport, RI
02840:
1. Official transcripts from all accredited degree-granting
institutions attended
2. Completed application form
3. Application fee
4. One letter of recommendation from a person able to
evaluate the candidate's academic potential.

6. One of the following proofs of English proficiency:
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) with a score of 550
or above.

Evidence that undergraduate instruction and course
work have been done in English.
7. The Foreign Student Certification of Finances form.
International students must verify that they have sufficient funds
to study and live while at Salve Regina University.

8. Nonrefundable commitment deposit
Due upon acceptance and before an 1-20 form can be issued.

GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDY

NONMATRICULATED STUDENTS

Graduate Extension Study provides nontraditional, structured alternatives to classroom learning based on facultyprepared course guides that enable students to choose their
own time and place for study. The program places students
in one-on-one relationships with instructors who guide
learning and monitor progress with written communication
and telephone contact. Students who want to apply Graduate
Extension courses to a graduate degree must have Program
Director approval. Courses are listed in the Graduate
Extension Study section of this catalog.

Those with baccaulaureate degrees who want to continue
their formal education for professional or personal
enrichment but do not want to earn a degree may enroll as
non matriculated special students for no more than two
courses. Nonmatriculated students may not enroll in a third
course unless accepted into a Graduate Program or enrolled
for a Graduate Certificate.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Salve Regina welcomes students from other countries to
participate in its graduate programs. Individuals must have
a bachelor's degree from an accredited US institution or an
equivalent degree that represents a minimum of 16 years of
primary, secondary, and college-level education from an
institution abroad.
US immigration laws require international students with
student visas to engage in fulltime study each semester (at
least three courses or nine credits) and to make satisfactory
progress toward a degree.
NOTE: Many graduate programs are not designed for full-time study.

How To Apply
International students must submit the following materials
to the Graduate Admissions Office, Salve Regina University, Newport, RI 02840 at least six months prior to the
proposed start of study:
1. Completed Graduate Program Application form
2. Nonrefundable application fee
3. Official transcripts of all completed undergraduate and
graduate work. (A certified English translation must
accompany all non-English transcripts).
4. Letters of recommendation, preferably from faculty
who have taught the applicant (two letters for master's
degree applicants; three letters for doctoral degree applicants)

5. Test scores no more than five years old from one of the
following:
Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
Graduate Record Examination (ORE)
General Management Aptitude Test (OM AT)
Law School Admissions Test (LSAT)

Application files must be completed within one year of initial
submission or individuals may be required to resubmit materials.
All application materials become a permanent and confidential part
of University records and are not returned.
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ACADEMIC POLICIES

TIME LIM ITATIONS

WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY

Students may pursue graduate degrees on a full- or parttime basis. Fulltime graduate students take at least three
and no more than four courses (9 to 12 credits) in a degree
program each semester. All graduate courses are 3 credits
unless otherwise noted. Master's degree work must be
completed within five years of matriculation and doctoral
degree work must be completed within seven years.
Students employed fulltime are advised to register for
no more than two courses (6 credits) each semester.
Students are urged to register for no more than one
course each summer session.

If a decision is made to withdraw from the University
during the academic year, students should go to either the
Registrar's or Graduate Studies Office to complete a
withdrawal form. The official withdrawal date determines
the amount of potential refund.
FILING FOR A DEGREE

Students planning to graduate at the upcoming Commencement must complete a File for Degree form available in the
Registrar's Office before the end of fall semester.
TRANSCRIPTS

COURSE NUMBERS

Graduate-level courses have numbers of 500 and above.
Courses numbered 600 and above are limited to doctoral
students.
Under some circumstances, a Program Director may
allow a student to take an advanced undergraduate (300- or
400-level) course for graduate credit in conjunction with
additional supervised independent study. Such students pay
the graduate tuition rate. Approval forms are available in
the Graduate Studies Office.
ACADEMIC CALENDAR

Salve Regina's academic year includes a fall and spring
semester and two summer sessions. Calendar information
may be found in the Schedule of Classes in the Registrar'S
Office and at the beginning of this catalog.
ATTENDANCE

Class participation is considered to be an essential part of
the educational experience. Students are expected to attend
all classes and to be responsible for course content. Faculty
members establish attendance policies for their courses.
CANCELLATIONS

Classes cancelled due to inclement weather or other
emergencies will be announced through the University
central switchboard (401-847-6650) and local radio and
television stations.

Transcripts are released following a student request and
payment of the appropriate fee or when mandated by law.
Transcript services may be denied to students who have
outstanding financial obligations at the University.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF STUDENT INFORMATION

Procedures for release and disclosure of Universitymaintained student records are in large measure governed
by state and federal laws . Where the law is silent, the
University is guided by the principles that the privacy of an
individual is of great importance and that as much information as possible in student files should be disclosed to
students upon their request. University officials may have
access to student information when necessary for appropriate academic or campus-life advising. Third parties have
access to personally-identifiable student records or
information only with the student's written consent or by a
judicial order or subpoena. The law requires that parents be
considered third parties except when a Parental Release
form has been filed. Detailed guidelines for release and
disclosure of information are available from the Registrar's
Office. They comply with the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 as amended and the Students'
Right to Know/Campus Security Act of 1990. A detailed
description of student records retained in various offices
may be found in the Student Handbook.
With student permission, the University may make
undergraduate and graduate theses and other studentauthored papers available for third-party research.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Students who do not intend to enroll in course work for a
semester may present a written leave of absence request to
the Associate Dean for Graduate Studies. The letter should
state the reason for the request and address future academic
plans. Students may retain active University status on a
semester-by-semester basis. Failure to enroll in courses
for two consecutive semesters without an approved leave
results in automatic withdrawal from the University.
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS

INTERNET POLICY

Internet information can be beneficial to academic pursuits .
Good judgment and respect for others are to be practiced
when accessing and using this resource. Network materials
are to be used exclusively to advance teaching and research
in accordance with the University mission. Activities that
contradict the mission are prohibited.
University members may request Internet access
through the Salve Regina network by submitting an
Internet User ID Request Form (available in the
Library reference area or in the Information Systems
Office in Munroe Center) .
Acceptance of an ID and password assumes user
confidentiality. Sharing User-IDs or passwords is not
permitted.
Attempts to gain access to other individual accounts
either at Salve Regina or elsewhere or assisting others
to gain unauthorized access violates University policy.
Unauthorized attempts to compromise computer files
or informaton of others, (e.g., private or nonpublic
computer storage areas) is a violation of University
policy.
Good judgment is to be practiced for efficient Internet
use. (e.g., E-mail and chat sessions are worthwhile
when used appropriately; however, the use of excessive
time and computer storage is subject to restriction.)
E-mail may not be used for harassment, nuisance, or
intrusive correspondence.
The Internet must not be used for one's own commercial purposes, monetary gain, or involvements outside
the purview of Salve Regina University.

ACADEMIC HONOR CODE

All students are expected to accept and abide by the values
of honesty, integrity, and truthfulness in their academic
work. Sanctions imposed by course instructors for academic dishonesty - like plagiarism or cheating - range
from failing the work involved to failing the course.
Records of violations and sanctions are maintained in
student files. Repeated violations may result in dismissal.
Appeals are to be directed to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs or the Vice President's designate.
Graduate students must maintain grades of C or higher
while pursuing their studies. A grade-point average of B(2.7) is required to qualify for a degree.
Students who earn a course grade below C are considered to be on academic probation for the following semester.
Those on probation for two consecutive semesters may be
dismissed.
GRADE INTERPRETATION
GRADE

INTERPRETATION

POINT VALUE

A
AB+
B
BC+
C
F

Excellent

4.0
3.7

P

To protect the common good of University members
using the network, anyone observing access violations
or vulnerabilities is asked to contact network administrators (Help Desk, x7777 or helpdesk@salve.edu),

Salve Regina s Internet policy applies to all members of the
University community.

Minimally competent
Failure
Pass

3.3
3.0
2.7
2.3

2.0
0.0
0.0

Indicates student registered on PasslFail basis and
passed. Usually they may only register P/F for
electives, and it must be done before the third week
in the semester. Course credit is received but Phas
no point value and is not computed in the GPA.

Some Internet sites may be considered offensive to
individuals.

University Internet use is a privilege, not a right. To preserve
this resource, those who violate this policy will have their
access terminated and may be subject to other University
penalties and prosecution under state or federal law.

Good

Incomplete
Given when a course requirement has not been
completed. Must be resolved by date on the
Incomplete form or I becomes F.

IE

Absence
Given when a student is absent from the final exam.
Must be resolved within 40 days of the exam or IE
becomes F.

R

Audit
Student fulfills all course requirements except
exam. No credit.

W

Withdrawal
Course dropped with permission. No credit.

WF

Withdrawal failure
Course dropped without permission or after date
designated in the Calendar for withdrawal without
penalty. Computed as F in the GPA. No credit.

NG
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No grade submitted
Must become a grade within 60 days or NG becomes
F. No credit.

Financial Information

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The grade point average (GPA) is the weighted average that
indicates academic progress. It is cumulative since each
grade's point value is added to all accumulated course grades.
To determine the GPA:
mUltiply the point value of a course grade by
the credit value of each course,
add all values together
divide by the total number of course credits
earned at Salve Regina.

The University reserves the right to change tuition or fees.
A current listing of tuition and fees is in the front of this
catalog. Charges are payable in advance and registration
remains incomplete until all financial obligations are met.
Some courses have special fees. Students may refer to
the current Schedule of Classes for specific information.
Checks returned for insufficient funds are charged to
student accounts. Students are responsible for costs
incurred by the University to collect overdue accounts.

NOTE: I, IE, E. Wand NG are not computed in the GPA .

REFUNDS
COURSE CHANGES

Students may add and drop courses without academic
penalty during the first week of class each semester.Charges
after that period are assessed according to the current
Schedule of Classes. If a student does not officially drop or
withdraw from a course by semester's end, a final grade
will be given.
COURSE WITHDRAWAL

Students who plan to drop a course after the AddlDrop
deadline (listed in the Schedule of Classes), must obtain a
Course Withdrawal form from the Registrar's Office and
meet with the course instructor. A valid reason is required
to drop a course. Excessive absences, poor progress, and
failure to complete assignments are not acceptable. If a
request is approved, the student transcript will show a "W."
INCOMPLETES

Students who have not completed all course work and
believe they have valid academic reasons may submit a
written request to the instructor for an Incomplete (I). If
approved, the instructor indicates the date by which the
work must be completed on an "Incomplete" form. If it is
not finished by the stated date, the grade becomes an F.

Tuition refunds for withdrawals are calculated according to
the date a request is signed by the instructor. (See the Graduate Extension Study catalog for that program's policy.)
% OF REFUND

100%
80%
60%
40%
25%
none

WITHDRAWAL DATE

before the first class
before the second week
before the third week
before the fourth week
before the fifth week
before the sixth week

Special fees are not refundable following the first class, lecture,
or laboratory.
FINANCIAL AID

A variety of loans are available to assist students with
tuition, cost of living, and other educational expenses.
Government loans and other financial programs are listed
in the Options brochure found in the Financial Aid Office.

INDEPENDENT STUDY/RESEARCH

Matriculated graduate students who want to pursue independent studylresearch for credit need to discuss proposed
work with the instructor and Program Director. If the project is approved, a proposal form (available in the Graduate
Studies Office) is completed, signed and presented at
Registration.
NONCREDIT REGISTRATION

Matriculated students in good academic standing may audit
courses to receive an "R" (no credit) on their transcript.
They must complete all course requirements except exams.
Unless stated otherwise, tuition for audited courses is the
same as courses taken for credit. Students may not change
registration from credit to audit or audit to credit after the
end of the first week of class.
15
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THE CAMPUS

Salve Regina University adjoins Rhode Island's renowned
Cliff Walk and overlooks the Atlantic Ocean. Its 65-acre
campus which is within walking distance of Newport's
center, combines majestic gardens and horticultural
attractions with historic and modern architecture.
Salve Regina is a forty-minute drive to Warwick's
T.P. Green Airport and a ninety-minute drive to Boston's
Logan Airport. The University is accessible to Providence,
Boston, New York, and Cape Cod by interstate highway.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND ACADEMIC FACILITIES

The Admissions and Business offices are in Ochre Court,
the University's main administration building, and are open
from 8 am to 5 pm Monday through Friday.
Classrooms, laboratories, and faculty offices are concentrated in eight buildings: O'Hare Academic Center, Angelus,
Marian and McAuley Halls on Ochre Point Avenue; Mercy
Hall on Lawrence Avenue; Cecilia Hall on Ruggles
Avenue; and Tobin and Miley Halls on Webster Street.
The Graduate Studies Office is located on the second
floor of McAuley Hall. The Registrar's Office and the
Centralized Student Services Office are also located on the
second floor of McAuley Hall.
The Library
Salve Regina's McKillop Library, opened in 1991, seats
more than 450 people and has a capacity for 230,000
holdings. Thirty-two workstations throughout the public
areas provide access to information through the Library
host. These workstations are linked to the University host,
the Library host, and external databases. In addition, the
Bibliographic Research Room is equipped with workstations, printers, and an instructor's workstation. The Library
is connected to the fiber optic network and the University
telecommunications system.
On-line public access catalogue and circulation systems
are available to the University community with CD-ROM
databases and an expanded Academic Index for on- and
off-campus users.
The University's extensive Internet capabilities support
graduate studies and research. Workshops explore the
Internet as a research tool and there are skill development
classes for those who access the Internet from home.
Salve Regina is a member of the Consortium of Rhode
Island Academic and Research Libraries (CRIARL). Use of
CRIARL and other union serials lists increases journal
access through an interlibrary loan system. The library
receives daily deliveries by the Department of State Library
Services, as a member of Rhode Island Interrelated Library
Network (RHILINET), another consortium for interlibrary
cooperation and services. When materials are not available
from CRIARL libraries, they may be obtained through Salve
Regina's membership in the OCLC loan system.

The McKillop Library, a US Government Documents
Depository Library, catalogues academic resources according to the Library of Congress Classification system.
Academic Computer Laboratories
Four academic computer labs on the library's ground floor
serve students and faculty seven days a week. Workstations
are linked in a local area network to support Salve Regina's
formal teaching and individual learning objectives. Where
appropriate, the local area networks are connected to the
Internet. Computer labs are equipped to handle graduate
level needs with workshops, classes, and programs that
maximize facilities use and ensure resource availability.
Miley Hall
The Residence Life Office, Safety and Security Office,
Cafeteria, Fitness Center and Bookstore are in Miley Hall.
North Hall
Health Services are housed in North Hall on Ochre Point
Avenue.
Counseling Services are located in the Boathouse on
Leroy Avenue.
Career Development is housed in Tobin Hall on
Webster Street.
Wakehurst Student Center
Wakehurst Student Center is in the middle of campus next
to the Library. Game rooms, meeting rooms, an ATM
machine, the Mailroom and Activities Office are on the
building's lower level. The Global Cafe, Commuter
Lounge and a lounge with a wide-screen TV are on the first
floor. Student Life offices are on the second floor.
Sports Facilities
Tennis courts, outdoor track, soccer, baseball, field hockey,
football, and softball playing fields are on University
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AUXILIARY SERVICES

VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND PARKIN G

Bookstore
The University Bookstore on the ground level of Miley Hall
stocks textbooks, class supplies, gifts, and personal articles.

Eligible full- and part-time students, faculty and staff
intending to have a vehicle on campus must have it
registered each academic year through the Safety and
Security Office in Miley Hall. A decal and on-campus
driving and parking information are issued for $10. A
nominal service fee is charged when vehicles are changed
during the semester.
All campus parking areas are clearly posted. Fines are
levied on those who do not observe parking regulations.
The Safety and Security Office has the authority to tow,
at owner's expense, any vehicles on University property
that violates parking signs and regulations.

Business Office
The Business Office in Ochre Court handles the University's
financial matters. Student payments for tuition, fees and
other financial obligations are made here.
Food Services
Resident students receive food service as part of their room
and board agreements. Commuting students may use the
dining facilities on a per meal, weekly, or monthly basis by
making direct arrangements with the Director of Food
Service. The main dining room is in Miley Hall.
Design Services, Publications and Copy Center
These three departments are located on the Library garden
level. The Office of Design Services produces publications
for the campus community using Macintosh desktop
publishing technology. Xerox copying, duplicating, and
binding services are available in the Copy Center.
Safety and Security
Safety and Security staff serve the on-campus community
24 hours a day by providing on-call emergency service and
routine assistance. The Safety and Security Office issues
all photo-identification cards, parking permits and monitors compliance with campus regulations. It operates a
campus shuttle from 8 a.m. until midnight when students
are on campus. Safety is a community effort in which all
members are expected to employ sound practices.

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION

Photo-identification cards are issued to all new students at
the beginning of the semester by the Safety and Security
Office. IDs provide access to the Academic Computer
Labs, McKillop Library, the cafeteria and to other specific
buildings, functions or events. Validation stickers are
issued each semester to students registered for course work
who have met University financial obligations. IDs should
be carried at all times since students may be asked to
present them to college officials upon request. They are to
be retained until graduation or departure from the University. If lost or stolen, cards should be reported immediately
to the Director of Safety and Security. A $10 replacement
fee will be charged.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Students who pay a technology fee may request an
individual voice-mail box at the Telecommunications
Office in Munroe Center. Access enables students to record
personal greetings, receive and record unlimited private
messages, forward messages to other extensions, send
messages to other mailboxes and receive messages from
off-campus touch-tone telephones.
OFF-CAMPUS CLASSES

At times, the University may offer off-campus graduate
courses. Current information may be found in the latest
Schedule of Classes available in the Registrar's Office.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Master of Science Degree
THOMAS SVOGUN, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

Educators and working professionals have collaborated to
structure Salve Regina's Administration of Justice graduate
program to address the professional requirements of justice
practitioners. Its interdisciplinary flexibility also attracts
those who would like to teach in the field as well as
individuals in the social services.
Through the program the University is committed to
strengthening the edifice of justice by casting the light of
knowledge on its perfections and imperfections and
improving the structure so that it may better serve those
who enter. In the words of the Psalmist,
"He who does justice will live on the Lord's Holy
Mountain."
- PSALMS 15:1
While recognizing Lord Coke's observation that the body
of law is reason, Salve Regina asserts its soul must be
justice. Accordingly, the focal point of the curriculum is
justice, as described by Daniel Webster:
"Justice is the great interest of man on earth. It is the
ligament which holds civilized beings and civilized
nations together. Wherever her temple stands, and for
so long as it is duly honored, there is a foundation for
social security, general happiness, and the improve
ment and progress of our race. And, whoever labors on
this edifice with usefulness and distinction, whoever
clears its foundations , strengthens its pillars, adorns its
entablatures, or contributes to raise its august dome
still higher in the skies, connects with name and fame
and character, with that which is and must be as
durable as the frame of human society."

Salve Regina University offers an accelerated Administration of Justice program for highly-motivated and qualified
undergraduates that culminates in conferral of the bachelor's
and master's degrees. Students with a grade point average
of at least 3.0 may apply to the Five-Year Program by the
end of junior year. Approved applicants take four Administration of Justice graduate courses during senior year. Final
program acceptance is contingent upon fulfilling undergraduate degree requirements and completing the four graduate
courses. To complete the master's degree in the fifth-year,
students take eight graduate courses for a total of 152 credits.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students interested in earning a Master of Science degree
in Administration of Justice may satisfy degree requirements by completing 36 credit hours of work within five
years. Salve Regina undergraduates may enroll in the FiveYear Program. Concentration options are in International
Criminal Justice or Administration of Justice Management.
Students may also work simultaneously toward a second
degree in International Relations or Management in a
Dual-Degree program.
Following completion of an approved program of study
and all degree requirements, students qualifiy for the
Master of Science degree in Administration of Justice.
Credit distributions may be modified to meet individual
needs when approved by the Program Director.

CURRICULUM

The ADJ curriculum is divided into four categories:
Justice Theory
Justice Process
Research and Special Topics
Interdisciplinary Electives
Students complete twelve courses (36 credits) distributed
as follows :
Justice Theory
Three required courses (9 credits):
ADJ502 History and Philosophy of the Justice System
ADJ504 Social and Ethical Issues in the Justice System
ADJ506 Theories of Justice
One elective (3 credits):
ADJ514 Law and Human Behavior
ADJ516 Law, Liberty, and Morality
ADJ518 Public Policy and the Justice System
ADJ520 Theories of Punishment
ADJ523 Literature of Incarceration
ADJ527 Duties and Rights
Justice Process
One required course (3 credits):
ADJ515 Contemporary Literature in the Administration
of Justice Students are required to complete at least
6 courses before registering f or ADJ515 .

Three electives (9 credits):
ADJ501 Juvenile Justice Process
ADJ503 Mental Health Process
ADJ505 Constitutional Issues in Law Enforcement
ADJ519 Social Class and the Justice System
ADJ521 Management Issues in Law Enforcement
ADJ574 International Crime
ADJ575 Comparative Justice Systems
ADJ576 Computers, Crime and the Justice System
ADJ577 Police Civil Liability and Discipline
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Research and Special Topics
One required course (3 credits):
HUM500 Research Seminar
Three electives (or 9 credits): from any of the four categories
including Interdisciplinary
HUM572 Data Analysis
ADJ580-589 Special Topics and/or Seminar
ADJ590
Thesis (6 credits)
ADJ591-599 Independent Study/Research

Interdisciplinary
Electives:
INR 504
International Law
INR57 I
International Human Rights
MGT501
Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT509 Management of Human Resources
MGT560 Labor Relations
HLC573
Human Relations Laboratory I: Dynamics of
Human Behavior

DUAL-DEGREE MASTER'S PROGRAMS

Administration of Justice and International Relations
Administration of Justice and Management
Students interested in pursuing a master's degree in Administration of Justice and a second degree in either International Relations or Management follow a plan of study that
fulfills degree requirements for both disciplines through a
combined curriculum. Contact the Program Director for
more information.
RICHARD MARQUISE PRIZE
FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

The Marquise Prize, established by Administration of
Justice graduate program alumni, faculty and friends, is
awarded annually to honor ADJ's first Program Director.
It is given to the graduating Administration of Justice
master's student with the highest grade point average.
To be eligible, a student's overall GPA must be at least 3.7.

CONCENTRATIONS

International Criminal Justice
Recognizing that crime is expanding across nations and
that solutions require international cooperation among
justice agencies, Salve Regina offers an Administration of
Justice graduate concentration in International Criminal
Justice. The program provides opportunities to develop a
global perspective on justice systems that confront crime
and other issues related to the just administration of law at
the international level. Students who choose this concentration take the following courses:

One required course (3 credits):
INR 504 International Law counts as one Justice Process course
Three electives (9 credits):
ADJ 574 International Crime
INR 571 International Human Rights
ADJ 575 Comparative Justice Systems

Administration of Justice /Management
Justice practitioners are often managers within their
agencies. The program offers students opportunities to
prepare for these positions through a concentration of
electives in the area of management. Students who choose
this concentration take the following courses:
One required course (3 credits):
ADJ52 I Management Issues in Law Enforcement
counts as one Justice Process course

Three electives (9 credits):
MGT501 Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT509 Management of Human Resources
MGT560 Labor Relations
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity, sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.

Contemporary Literature in the Administration
of Justice ADJ515
In this course, students evaluate selected research papers,
articles, government publications, and books that pertain to
the administration of justice.
Law, Liberty, and Morality ADJ516
Students examine connections between law and morality
and the extent to which liberty may limit enforcement of
morals and paternalistic legislation. Theoretical literature
as well as case law are provided.

NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate

studies.

Juvenile Justice Process ADJ501
Students examine the legal and philosophical basis for a
separate juvenile justice process. They explore laws that
govern juvenile conduct as well as procedures from the
time of investigation and arrest to termination of control
over the juvenile'S conduct.
History and Philosophy of the Justice System ADJ502
This survey course explores the history and philosophy of
the justice system in part by examining literature from the
traditions of natural law, legal positivism, and historical
jurisprudence. It is intended to deepen student appreciation
of the rule of law as it bears on the administration of justice.
Mental Health Process ADJ503
Students analyze the legal and philosophical basis for a
separate mental health system and the legal limitations on
such a system. They examine the movement of an offender
from the criminal justice system into the mental health
system and the processes for compelling hospitalization or
treatment.

Public Policy and the Justice System ADJ518
Using case analysis and personal experimentation, students
explore aspects of government decisionmaking, factors that
influence the decisions, and their impact on the justice
system.
Social Class and the Justice System ADJ518
Students examine social, cultural, and economic factors as
well as operational systems that tend to contribute to
America's class system. Students also explore conflicts
within the justice system.
Theories of Punishment ADJ520
The course looks at punishment, how it may be justified
and the limits of criminal sanctions as punishment
mechanisms. Alternatives to traditional thinking about
punishment are also considered.
Management Issues in Law Enforcement ADJ521
Students examine issues facing law enforcement from a
management perspective with an emphasis on structure,
policies, discipline, budgetary problems, public relations,
and civil liabilities.
Literature of Incarceration ADJ523
As students read and analyze literature by and about
prisoners, they attempt to discover what incarceration does
to the individual writer and the creative process. Readings
may include works by Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Elie Wiesel,
Brendan Behan, Daniel Berrigan, and Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn, among others.

Social and Ethical Issues in the Justice System ADJ504
This course explores the application of ethical analysis to
social and legal issues in the administration of justice.
Constitutional Issues in Law Enforcement ADJ505
Students undertake an in-depth study of decisions by the US
Supreme Court and other appellate courts that affect rights of
criminal suspects from the time of investigation to trial.

Duties and Rights ADJ527
Students have the opportunity to critique classical and
modern literature on the nature of duties and rights.

Theories of Justice ADJ506
Students examine judicial concepts and meanings from the
perspective of major philosophical systems.

Data Analysis ADJ572
Students build upon knowledge gained in Research
Seminar to develop awareness, appreciation, and facility
with methods used in qualitative and quantitative data
analysis from PC-based statistical packages. They also
learn to use a graphics package to enhance their findings
for formal presentation. Students conduct a secondary data

Law and Human Behavior
This course focuses on use and potential use of social
science in factfinding and judicial decisionmaking in the
administration of justice.
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analysis from a national longitudinal study and learn to
code data, write command programs, and use appropriate
methods for quantitative and qualitative data analysis.
Statistical concepts covered include the most widely-used
descriptive and inferential statistics (including parametric
and nonparametric statistics). Emphasis is placed on
generating analyses and accurately interpreting and reporting findings.
PREREQUISITE: Research Seminar HUM500 or permission of

Human Relations Laboratory I: Dynamics of Human
Behavior HLC573
Research strongly suggests that counseling interventions
either help or hinder a client's condition. The variable that
determines effectiveness seems to be whether the counselor
uses high- or low-level interpersonal relations skills. In this
laboratory, primary accurate empathy, immediacy and
appropriate self-disclosure are practiced in a here-and-now
environment.

instructor

NOTE: The laboratory is limited to twelve participants and early

International Crime ADJ574
Students study crimes that plague the world community:
present-day piracy, drug trafficking, air hijacking/sabotage,
hostage-taking, terrorism, genocide and war crimes. International methods used to combat the crimes will be presented.
Comparative Justice Systems ADJ575
US law enforcement has, in many respects, become internationalized with the prevalence of world crime. This
course presents a comparative analysis of criminal justice
systems in several states with a specific focus on police,
courts, and corrections. Students examine different state
processes and institutions of criminal justice and try to
understand reasons for their variation.
Computers, Crime and the Justice System ADJ576
This course focuses on the impact of computer-related technologies on the justice system. Students explore the law as
it relates to computers, the phenomenon of computer crime
and law enforcement's response.
Police Civil Liability and Discipline ADJ577
This course provides students with working knowledge of
the developing law of police civil liability and discipline
through intensive study of case law and related materials.
It explores the law's implications for police policy, training
and operations.
Special Topics and/or Seminar ADJ580-589
Theoretical and procedural topics of interest to justice
studies are offered on an irregular basis.
Thesis ADJ590
The decision to write a thesis and the selection of a topic
must be approved by the program committee prior to
registration for this course. Those who choose the thesis
option are required to defend their work orally before a
faculty group.
Independent StudylResearch ADJ591-599
This is a faculty-directed research course of independentlyselected topics that pertain to the administration of justice.
Proposed topics are approved by the supervising faculty
member and the Program Director.

registration is recommended.

Organizational Theory and Behavior MGT501
This course addresses the application of organizational
theory to management functions . The integration of the
individual into the organization and the human factor in
organizational dynamics are considered.
Management of Human Resources MGT509
This course uses a systems perspective to present personnel
management as a major part of the broad managerial function. Students look at recruitment, selection, development,
utilization, and accommodation of human resources in
contemporary organizations and use case studies to examine
and solve some typical personnel management problems.
Labor Relations MGT560
Students study collective bargaining as an ongoing,
dynamic process and develop a process model of collaborative bargaining. Special attention is given to resolution of
negotiation impasses, unfair labor practices, and employee
grievances. Unique features of public and private sector
bargaining are highlighted.
PREREQUISITE: MGT509

International Law INRS04
Students examine the role of international law in today's
dynamic world. Topics include the ever-evolving concepts
of legal order, jurisdiction, territoriality, nationality, extradition, and sovereignty over land, sea, and air space, as
well as the broadening impact of human rights, statehood,
diplomacy, treaties, and international economic regulations.
Students also examine the ongoing quest to regulate the use
of force, including United Nations peacekeeping operations.
International Human Rights INRS71
Human rights, their nature and emerging concepts, are
examined as well as basic needs and enforcement techniques.
The role of human rights in US foreign policy is explored
and the promotion and protection of human rights at the
international, regional, and national level is also examined.
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BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
Master of Science Degree
MARY LOUISE GREELEY, Chair, Biological Sciences

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

The Master of Science program in Biomedical Technology
and Management is designed for those who want to pursue
professional careers in the fields of Cytotechnology,
Medical Technology, and Biotechnology. Courses of study
prepare individuals for certification examinations of the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists in either Medical
Technology or Cytotechnology. Satisfactory exam results
enable students to become registered Medical Technolologists, MT (ASCP) or registered Cytotechnologists, CT (ASCP).
The program's Management segment prepares students
for leadership roles in Biomedical Technology. Typical
laboratory positions require advanced courses in Management as well as undergraduate and graduate degrees in
Biology or Biomedical Science.

Two program options are available to individuals working
toward a Master of Science degree in Biomedical Technology and Management:
OPTI O N 1

Cytotechnology (32 credits)
Required during the hospital-school internship year
Management
Five required courses (15 credits):
MGT 501 Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT 509 Management of Human Resources
MGT 540 Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice
and two other graduate-level management courses
O PTI ON 2

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Admission to the Biomedical Technology and Management
graduate program is contingent upon acceptance into an
approved medical technology or cytotechnology internship
at a hospital-based school approved by the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists and affiliated with, or
potentially affiliated with, Salve Regina. The internship
normally begins between June and September. Prospective
students must contact the Medical Technology Program
Director about specific admission requirements for the
Medical Technology or Cytotechnology internship.
Upon successful completion of the internship year,
students may take the examination of the American Society
of Clinical Pathologists to become a registered Medical
Technologist, MT (ASCP) or a registered Cytotechnologist,

Medical Technology (32 credits)
Required during the hospital-school internship year
Management
Five required courses (15 credits):
MGT 501 Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT 509 Management of Human Resources
MGT 540 Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice
and two other graduate-level management courses

CT (ASCP).

Students are recommended for the Master of Science
degree in Biomedical Technology and Management upon
successful completion of program requirements and an
approved program of 47 hours of graduate credit. When
the program committee agrees that degree requirements are
satisfactorily completed, it will recommend conferral of
the Master of Science degree in Biomedical Technology
and Management.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CYTOTECHNOLOGY CORE

Cytotechnology CYT500
The following courses are pursued in laboratories of hospitals
affiliated with the University and constitute the Cytotechnology
internship portion of the Master of Science Program in Biomedical

Applied Cytology III (All Body Sites Cytology) CYT590
Practical experience is given in the microsopic evaluation
of cytological smears from various body sites. Typical
cellular changes associated with radiation and chemotherapeutic treatments are covered. Typical cellular changes
seen during pregnancy and various other hormonal conditions are also studied.

Technology and Management.

Cytopreparatory Techniques CYT510
A review of cell structure, staining techniques, and principles
of microscopic examination. The anatomy and physiology
of the female reproductive system are reviewed as well as
the nonmalignant cytology of the female genital tract.
Gynecological Cytology CYT520
The clinical aspects of atypia, dysplasia, carcinoma-in-situ
and invasive squamous cell carcinoma are presented. Endometrial carcinoma, endocervical carcinomal, other genital
tract cancer, and radiation effects on cells are considered.
Pulmonary Cytology CYT530
The benign and malignant cytology of the respiratory tract
is correlated with various anatomical and physiological
pathology. Benign, atypical, and malignant exfoliative cells
from the serous effusions are also studied.
Gastrointestinal Cytology CYT540
The benign and malignant cytology of the gastrointestinal
tract is correlated with various anatomical and physiological pathological states of the respiratory system.
Urinary Tract and Body Fluid Cytology CYT550
Benign, atypical, and malignant exfoliative cells from urinary
tracts, serous effusions, and cerebrospinal fluid are studied.
Breast and Miscellaneous Cytology CYT560
The cytopathology of benign, atypical, and malignant
exfoliative cells from breast secretions is presented. Benign
atypical and hormonal changes are covered. The cytological
diagnostic criteria of benign, premalignant, and malignant
tumors from various body sites and their histopathological
correlations are also presented.
Applied Cytology I (Gynecological Cytology) CYT570
Practical experience is given in the microscopic evaluation
and screening of cytological smears from cervical dysplasia; carcinoma-in-situ, and invasive malignant tumors of
the female genital tract.
Applied Cytology II (Non-Gynecological Cytology)CYT580
Practical experience is provided in the microscope evaluation
and screening of cytological smears from the respiratory
tract, gastrointestinal tract, urinary tract, and body fluids.

Special Projects in Cytotechnology CYT599
Special projects in cytology, cytopathology, and/or cytotechnology are investigated by students. Both written and
oral presentations may be required.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CORE

Clinical Laboratory Techniques MET500
Thefollowing courses are pursued in laboratories of hospitals
affiliated with the University and constitute the Medical Technology
internship portion of the Master of Science Program in Biomedical
Technology and Management.

Clinical Microbiology MET510
Course content includes a study of the relationship between
bacteria and human bacterial diseases with an emphasis on
the application of procedures to medical diagnosis. Fungi,
viruses, the rickettsia, and human parasites are also studied.
Laboratory assignments are designed so that all students
rotate through all routine areas of clinical microbiology,
parasitology, and virology. To help evaluate performance, a
series of unknowns is given to students to accurately
identify all organisms.
Clinical Chemistry MET520
The chemistry of body constituents such as minerals, carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, enzymes, vitamins, and hormones
is studied, as well as the relationship of these constituents
to the diagnosis of human disease. Students receive instruction in manual procedures and in automated analysis. Toxicology and therapeutic drug monitoring are also covered.
Immunohematology MET530
Instruction is given in drawing and processing blood and in
ascertaining blood compatibility. Donor-recipient blood
reactions are studied in detail. Major topics include the
development and chemical structure of blood group
antigens, the correlation of physical properties of antigens
and antibodies with testing procedures, the role of complement in blood banking, autoimmune status, the inheritance
patterns of blood groups, Hemolytic Disease of the
Newborn, transfusion reactions, and the preparation and
use of blood components. The laboratory practice also
emphasizes serological procedures in the diagnosis of
disease. Students gain experience in blood bank operation.
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Hematology and Coagulation MET540
Course content includes the morphology of the blood and
blood-forming organs, and the abnormalities associated
with diseases. Diagnostic procedures are emphasized.
Experience is gained in the dynamics of coagulation. During
the clinical laboratory rotation, students are expected to
master routine procedures performed in hematology and to
become familiar with specialized hematology procedures
and automated hematology instrumentation.
Clinical Microscopy MET550
The content of this course includes lectures on and laboratory practice in the microscopy of body fluids. Topics
include the anatomy and physiology of the kidney, the
formation and composition of urine, urine chemistry
procedures, and the appearance of normal and abnormal
urine sediments.
Medical Technology Hospital Elective MET560
This course is an introduction to pathology. Students
explore the correlation between pathological processes and
clinical symptoms, and they study the course of disease.
NOTE: This course may not be offered by all affiliated hospitals.

MANAGEMENT CORE
Students are required to take fifteen graduate credits. They are
required to take MGT 501, MGT 509, MGT 540, and to choose two
of the following : MGT503, MGT530, MGT559, MGT560 and
MGT567.

Organizational Theory and Behavior MGT501
This course addresses the application of organizational
theory to management functions. The integration of the
individual into the organization and the human factor in
organizational dynamics are also considered.
Law and Business Organizations MGT503
The course concentrates on the legal aspects of business
organizations. The law controlling agency, partnerships,
and corporations is examined. Emphasis is on the rights,
duties, and liabilities surrounding the principal, agent,
partner, shareholder, officer, and director. The course also
exposes students to a survey of the law of contracts,
personal property, bailments, bankruptcy, commercial
paper, and secured transactions.

Marketing Management MGT530
Students survey the role of marketing in business and in
society. They explore consumer behavior, market segments,
product positioning, new product development and policy,
pricing, distributing, advertising, and sales management.
Background material will enhance case analysis.
Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice MGT540
Students explore major ethical theories within the tradition
of Western philosophy to evaluate their applicability to
contemporary ethical dilemmas. In the first part of the
course, students look at people as thinking beings with
capacities to formulate ethically important ideas and
methodologies. In the second part, students analyze specific
examples of ethical problems faced by managers in order
to discover ways to resolve them.
Legal Issues in the Workplace MGT 559
This course is designed to acquaint students with laws and
regulations that must be considered in human resource
decisionmaking. Topics include the Fair Labor Standards
Act, EEO and affirmative action, sexual harrassment, family
leave, the Americans with Disabilities Act, substance
abuse, and various aspects of employee relations.
Labor Relations MGT560
Students investigate collective bargaining as a dynamic,
ongoing process and develop a process model of collective
bargaining. Special attention is given to resolution of
negotiation impasses, unfair labor practices, and employee
grievances. Unique features of public and private sector
bargaining are highlighted.
PREREQUISITE: MGT 509

Creative Problem-solving in Organizations MGT 567
This course addresses the topic of creativity in various
organizational settings. Public and private sector organizations are currently faced with domestic and international
challenges that require the ability to adapt rapidly to
continuous change. Creativity in any enterprise is vital to
continued existence. The course employs a variety of
teaching modalities to examine the qualities of creativity,
strategies for its development and ways to incorporate
creative problem-solving into professional responsibilities.

Management of Human Resources MGT509
This course uses a systems perspective to present personnel
management as a major part of the broad managerial
function . Students look at recruitment, selection, development, utilization, and accommodation of human resources
in contemporary organizations and use case studies to
examine and solve some typical personnel management
problems.
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BUSINESS STUDIES
JOHN BRITION, Chair

ACCOUNTING
Master of Science Degree
TERRENCE GAVAN , Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Accounting firms and corporations are seeking better
educated and more committed accounting professionals
with technical competence, the ability to analyze and evaluate complex business problems, interpersonal skills and
the maturity to make decisions in a service-oriented environment. The Master of Science in Accounting program
provides opportunity to acquire the technical, analytical and
communication skills necessary for success in the accounting profession.
Faculty members of the graduate Accounting Program
are certified public accountants with graduate degrees and
extensive experience in both large and small businesses.
Students who complete required accounting courses are
eligible to take the Certified Public Accountant (CPA) and
Certified Management Accountant (CMA) examinations.

COURS E DESCRIPTI ONS

Intermediate Accounting I ACC50!
Course topics are generally-accepted accounting principles
and an in-depth study of financial statements focusing on
current assets.
PREREQUISITE: Accounting Principles I, II
Intermediate Accounting II ACC502
This course includes more difficult problems in specialized
areas such as fixed and intangible assets, current and longterm liabilities, and stockholders' equity.
PREREQUISITE: ACC501

Intermediate Accounting III ACC503
Topics include statement of cash flow, deferred taxes,
pensions, leases, earnings per share, and accounting changes.
PREREQUISITE: ACC502

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students must fulfill all degree requirements and an approved
program of at least twelve courses (36 credits). When candidates have satisfactorily completed all work, a recommendation is made to confer the Master of Science degree in
Accounting.
CURRICULUM

The Master of Science Program in Accounting consists of
ten core courses in Accounting and Business and two
Business Electives.
Accou nting Core
Nine required courses (27 credits):
ACC50! Intermediate Accounting I
ACC502 Intermediate Accounting II
ACC503 Intermediate Accounting III
ACC510 Managerial Accounting
ACC520 Federal Income Taxes I
ACC52! Federal Taxes, Advanced
ACC530 Advanced Accounting
ACC540 Auditing
ACC550 Accounting Theory and Practice
Business Core
One required course (3 credits):
MGT540 Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice
Business Electives
Two courses (6 credits):
determined jointly by the student and Program Director.

Managerial Accounting ACC5! 0
Topics include cost-volume profit relationships, job order,
variable and absorption costing, budgeting, standard costing,
and process costing systems. Instruction emphasizes basic
concepts involving cost accumulation and cost for planning
and control.
PREREQUISITE: Accounting Principles J, II
Federal Income Taxes I ACC520
A study of the basic components of taxable income for individuals including deductions, inclusions, exclusions, gains
and losses, and tax credits. This course also covers sales
and exchanges of property, including nontaxable exchanges.
PREREQUISITE: Accounting Principles I, II
Federal Taxes, Advanced ACC521
This course covers taxation of C corporations, S corporations, and estate/gift taxes. Students perform tax research
using automated databases.
PREREQUISITE: ACC 520

Advanced Accounting ACC530
Course content includes principles and practices of fund
accounting as it applies to municipalities, educational institutions, hospitals, and similar organizations. The preparation
of financial statements for partnerships and consolidated
groups of controlled corporations is also of major importance.
PREREQUISITE: ACC503
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Auditing ACC540
This course provides a study of the duties and responsibilities of an auditor. Topics include standards, ethics, legal
liability, planning, risk, evidence, internal controls,
substantive testing, and audit reports. Students analyze
real-world case problems throughout the course.
PREREQUISITE: ACC502

Accounting Theory and Practice ACC550
This course deals with real-world issues in financial
planning and analysis. It involves formal preparation of
reports such as business plans and detailed financial
analyses. Students use accounting software to record,
summarize, report, and analyze financial information.
PREREQUISITE: ACC503

Ethics fo r Managers: Theory and Practice MGT540
Students explore major ethical theories within the tradition
of Western Philosophy to evaluate their applicability to
contemporary ethical dilemmas. In the first part of the
course, students look at people as thinking beings with
capacities to formulate ethically important ideas and
methodologies. In the second part, students analyze specific
examples of ethical problems faced by managers in order
to discover ways to resolve them.

FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN ACCOUNTING

Preparation for CPA Certification
The University offers an accelerated program of study
leads to both bachelor's and master's degrees . It is designed
for the University's highly-motivated and qualified undergraduates. The course of study conforms to requirements
of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA) and most State boards of accountancy, which
specify a minimum of 150 credit hours of education.
Candidates apply to the Five-Year Program by the end
of sophomore year. They must have a grade point average
of 3.0 and expect to take four graduate courses (for 12
credits) during senior year. The total number of credits required to complete the Five-Year Program with a bachelor's
and master's degree is 152 credits, 24 of which are taken in
the fifth year. Final program acceptance is contingent upon
successful completion of the undergraduate degree.
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BUSINESS ADMIN ISTRATION
Master of Business Administration Degree
JOHN BRITTON, Chair

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

The Master of Business Administration program is
designed to prepare graduates for professional careers in
organizations that operate in a rapidly-changing environment. Acknowledging marketplace globalization, increased
emphasis on environmental matters and concern for ethical
issues confronting today's business person, this curriculum
provides the technical knowledge and skills to appreciate
and address these contemporary issues. The program is
directed toward developing managers and focuses on
finance, economics, accounting, ethics, organizational
behavior, and strategic management. Social purpose and
workplace humanization are underlying program values
aligned with the University's mission.

Students take twelve courses and select one of four areas
of concentration:
Management
Finance
Accounting
Information Systems Science (ISS)

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Following completion of an approved program of twelve
courses (36 credits) and all degree requirements, the
Master of Business Administration degree is conferred.
UNDERGRADUATE PREREQUISITE COURS ES

Salve Regina University offers specifically-designed prerequisite (PRE) courses for MBA candidates through
Graduate Extension Study. These may not be applied to the
Salve Regina degree. Prerequisites may also be taken as
undergraduate courses at Salve Regina or at another institution of higher education. The Program Director certifies
acceptability of all such courses and may permit students
to begin graduate-level work before their completion:
Accounting I and II (6 credits or PRES61)
Economic Principles (6 credits or PRES18)
Quantitative Analysis or Calculus (6 credits or PRES 10)
FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

The University offers an accelerated program of study that
leads to both bachelor's and master's degrees. This
program is designed for the University's highly-motivated
undergraduates. Candidates apply to the Five-Year
Program by the end of junior year. Applicants must have a
grade point average of at least 3.0 and should expect to
take four graduate courses for 12 credits in the senior year.
Of these, 6 credits are applied toward the undergraduate
degree. The total number of credits a student takes to
complete the Five-Year Program with a bachelor's and
master's degree is 152 credits, 24 of which are taken in the
fifth year. Final program acceptance is contingent upon
successful completion of the undergraduate degree and the
four graduate courses.

CONCENTRATIONS

MBAlManagement
Required Management Core: Eleven courses (33 credits)
HUMS00
Research Seminar
MGTS01
Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGTS03
Law and Business Organizations
MGTS09
Management of Human Resources
MGTS10
Operations Research
MGTS18
Principles of Economics
MGTS30
Marketing Management
MGTS38
Global Business
MGTS40
Ethics for Managers
MGTS61
Financial Management
MGTS7S
Strategic Management and Business Policy
Elective: One course (3 credits)
Select from catalog Business offerings
MBA/ Accounting
Required Management Core: Eight courses (24 credits)
HUMS00
Research Seminar
Law and Business Organizations
MGTS03
Principles of Economics
MGTS18
MGTS38
Global Business
Ethics for Managers
MGTS40
Financial Management
MGTS61
MGTS6S
Portfolio Theory and Security Analysis
Strategic Management and Business Policy
MGTS7S
Required Accounting Core: Four courses (12 credits)
ACCS01
Intermediate Accounting I
ACCS02
Intermediate Accounting II
ACCS20
Federal Income Taxes I
ACCS21
Federal Income Taxes Advanced
MBAlInformation Systems Science
Required Management Core: Eight courses (24 credits)
HUMS00
Research Seminar
MGTS01
Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGTS03
Law and Business Organizations
MGTS18
Principles of Economics
MGTS38
Global Business
MGTS40
Ethics for Managers
Financial Management
MGTS61
Strategic Management and Business Policy
MGTS7S
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Required ISS Core: Four Courses (12 credits)
ISS501
System Analysis and Design
ISS532
Business Data Communications
ISS534
Knowledge-based Systems
Information Resource Management
ISS550

MBAIFinance
Required Management Core: Ten courses (30 credits)
HUM500
Research Seminar
MGT501
Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT503
Law and Business Organizations
MGT510
Operations Research
MGT518
Principles of Economics
MGT538
Global Business
Ethics for Managers
MGT540
Financial Management
MGT56 I
Portfolio Theory and Security Analysis
MGT565
Strategic Management and Business Policy
MGT575
Electives: Two courses (6 credits)
ACC520
Federal Taxation I
ACC521
Federal Taxation II
ISS501
System Analysis and Design
MGT591
Independent Research/Study

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Research Seminar HUM 500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity, sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.
NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Organizational Theory and Behavior MGT501
This course addresses the application of organizational
theory to management functions. The integration of the
individual into the organization and the human factor in
organizational dynamics are considered.
NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Law and Business Organizations MGT503
The course concentrates on the legal aspects of business
organizations. The law controlling agency, partnerships, and
corporations is examined. Emphasis is on the rights, duties,
and liabilities surrounding principal, agent, partner, shareholder, officer, and director. Students are also exposed to a
survey of the law of contracts, personal property, bailments,
bankruptcy, commercial paper, and secured transactions.
Management of Human Resources MGT509
This course uses a systems perspective to present personnel
management as a major part of the broad managerial function. Students look at recruitment, selection, development,
utilization and accommodation of human resources in
contemporary orgranizations and use case studies to examine
and solve some typical personnel management problems.
Operations Research MGT5l0
This course is an introduction to the use of quantitative
methods in business decision making. Topics include linear
programming, decision making under uncertainty, forecasting, queuing, and inventory systems.
PREREQUISITE: PRE5l0 or equivalent

Principles of Economics MGT5l8
This course provides a survey of micro- and macroeconomic theory with an emphasis on material vital to
managerial decisionmaking. Consideration is given to the
economic behavior of firms, in particular, price theory,
production theory, and the analytics of economic analysis.
The deter- mination of national income, monetary and
fiscal policy, and international trade is addressed.
PREREQUISITE: PRE5l8 or equivalent
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Marketing Management MGT530
Students survey the role of marketing in business and in
society. They explore consumer behavior, market segments,
product positioning, new product development and policy,
pricing, distributing, advertising, and sales management.
Background material will enhance case analysis.
Global Business MGTS38
The course presents the backgrounds, patterns, and practical
operations of global business. Topics include transnational
corporations, global trade, and global financial flows . The
interactions between business policies and the host country's
sociopolitical and economic environment are investigated.
Ethics for Managers MGTS40
Students explore major ethical theories within the tradition
of Western Philosophy to evaluate their applicability to
contemporary ethical dilemmas. In the first part of the
course, students look at people as thinking beings with
capacities to formulate ethically important ideas and
methodologies. In the second part, students analyze specific
examples of ethical problems faced by managers in order
to discover ways to resolve them.
Current Topics in Human Resource Management MGTSS8
This course is designed to expose students to a wide array
of human resource management issues. Emphasis is
placed on compensation management and employee benefit
program objectives, design, and funding.
Legal Issues in the Workplace MGTSS9
This course is designed to acquaint students with laws and
regulations that must be considered in human resource
decisionmaking. Topics include the Fair Labor Standards
Act, EEO and affirmative action, sexual harassment, family
leave, the Americans with Disabilities Act, substance abuse,
and various aspects of employee relations.
Labor Relations MGTS60
Students investigate collective bargaining as an ongoing,
dynamic process and develop a process model of collective
bargaining. Special attention is given to resolution of
negotiation impasses, unfair labor practices, and employee
grievances. Unique features of public and private sector
bargaining are highlighted.
Financial Management MGTS61
Students become acquainted with tools and instruments of
financial managers who provide financial programs for
current operations and long-term needs. Emphasis is on
current industry practices with investigations of investment,
financing, and evaluator decisions of various economic
units. The course is designed to show application of financial theory to current management issues.

Portfolio Theory and Security Analysis MGTS6S
This course examines the investment process within the
context of a market economy where financial markets
serve to allocate resources. Topics include capital markets,
risk and return, defining portfolio objectives, portfolio
construction, the role of diversification, and individual
security analysis.
Creative Problem Solving in Organizations MGTS67
This course addresses the topic of creativity in various
organizational settings. Public and private sector organizations are currently faced with domestic and international
challenges that require the ability to adapt rapidly to
continuous change. Creativity in any enterprise is vital to
its continued existence. The course employs a variety of
teaching modalities to examine the qualities of creativity,
strategies for its development, and ways to incorporate
creative problem solving into professional responsibilities.
Strategic Management and Business Policy MGTS7S
This capstone course enables students to concentrate on the
determination and implementation of corporate strategy.
The student takes the point of view of a senior executive
who must integrate the activities of marketing, finance,
production, and research and development. Major topics
are the determination of corporate strategy and the relationship between a firm's economic strategy and the personal
values of senior executives.
PREREQUISITE: MGT561 This capstone course must be taken in the
last spring semester of the degree program.

Special Topics MGTS80
Students may explore topics of special interest related to
Management.
Independent Study/Research MGT591
This is a directed research study of independently-selected
topics in Management. Proposed topics are approved by
the study's supervising faculty member and the Program
Director.
MBA/ACCOUNTING

Intermediate Accounting I ACC501
Course topics are generally-accepted accounting principles
and an in-depth study of financial statements focusing on
current assets.
PREREQUISITE: Accounting Principles I, II
Intermediate Accounting II ACCS02
This course includes more difficult problems in specialized
areas such as fixed and intangible assets, current and longterm liabilities, and stockholders' equity.
PREREQUISITE: ACC501

PREREQUISITE: PRES61 or equivalent, or permission
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Federal Income Taxes I ACC520
A study of the basic components of taxable income for individuals including deductions, inclusions, exclusions, gains
and losses, and tax credits. This course also covers sales
and exchanges of property, including nontaxable exchanges.
PREREQUlSITE: Accounting Principles I, II
Federal Taxes, Advanced ACC521
This course covers taxation of C corporations, S corporations, and estate/gift taxes. Students perform tax research
using automated databases.
PREREQUISITE: ACC520

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

MANAGEMENT
Graduate Certificate Programs in Management are
designed to respond to the growing need for professional
growth and development in an atmosphere of rapid change.
Global competition and the evolutionary dynamics of a
market economy require the modem worker to both
sharpen existing skills and expand into new areas . Graduate certificate programs offer opportunities for those who
do not want to pursue the master's degree.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

MBA/INFORMATION SYSTEMS SCIENCE

System Analysis and Design ISS501
This is the first of a two-course sequence that examines
applications development methodology. Topics in this
course include information systems planning in support of
the organization's objectives, determination of requirements,
an introduction to software project management, modem
structured analysis, and preliminary design. The system
development life cycle enhanced and rapid proto typing
techniques are central to course content.
PREREQUiSITE:ISS 101 or familiarity with business computer systems

Students must have a bachelor's degree from an accredited
institution. Students with substantial life experience may
petition for a waiver of this requirement. The Certificate in
Graduate Studies is awarded after successful completion of
15 credit hours of work. Graduate credits earned in an
approved certificate program may be applied to a degree
conferred by Salve Regina.
C URRICULUM

Certificate programs are available in Financial Management, Human Resource Management, and Management.
Prerequisite courses are required as described in the course
description unless specifically waived by the instructor.

Business Data Communications ISS532
This course introduces students to computer networks and
distributed processing. Topics include the fundamentals of
data communications, wide area networks (WANs), local
area networks CLANs), client server communications,
network security, and network administration. Students
access the Internet as part of course work.
PREREQUISITE: ISS501

Financial Management Five courses (15 credits)
MGT503 Law and Business Organizations
MGT561 Financial Management
MGT565 Portfolio Theory and Securities Analysis
MGT510 Operations Research
MGT538 Global Business
ACC520 Federal Income Taxes I
ACC521 Federal Taxation, Advanced

Knowledge-Based Systems ISS534
This course introduces the role of information and knowledge management in high-level decisionmaking within the
organization. Expert systems and other decision-support
tools are developed in the context of supporting a business
entity in functional areas and strategic planning. Students
develop a PC-based expert system and use a wide range of
decision-support techniques.
PREREQUISITE: ISS502

Human
MGT501
MGT509
MGT540
MGT558
MGT559
MGT560
MGT567

Information Resource Management ISS550
Students examine information's importance as a survival
and growth resource for the modem organization from the
perspective of the Chief Information Officer. Topics include
strategic implications of information, its role in support of
organizational goals, and the long-range planning process.
The course culminates with students' developing an
Information System Master Plan (ISMP).

Resou rce Management Five courses (15 credits)
Organizational Theory and Behavior
Management of Human Resources
Ethics for Managers
Current Topics in Human Resource Management
Legal Issues in the Workplace
Labor Relations
Creative Problem Solving in Organizations

Management Five courses (15 credits)
MGT501 Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT503 Law and Business Organizations
MGT509 Management of Human Resources
MGT530 Marketing Management
MGT538 Global Business
MGT540 Ethics for Managers

NOTE: This capstone course for the MBAIISS program must be

taken in the last spring semester of the degree program.
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Master of Arts Degree
JOHN BRITTON Chair

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

This program is designed to provide a new approach to
leadership and managerial education. Recognizing that
many problems encountered in organizational settings
revolve around personal interactions, the curriculum provides students with insight and education about human
development, social values, ethics, and behavioral dynamics
and their relationship to the management process. The program is especially recommended for those interested in
human resource management or who work in nonprofit
organizations.

The program consists of ten Management courses and two
Holistic Counseling courses:

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students must fulfill all degree requirements and an
approved program of at least twelve courses (36 credits)
from the Management and Holistic Counseling curricula.
When candidates have satisfactorily completed all work,
the Master of Arts degree in Human Resource Management
is conferred.

Management
Nine required courses (27 credits):
HUM500
Research Seminar
MGT501
Organizational Theory and Behavior
MGT503
Law and Business Organizations
MGT509
Management of Human Resources
MGT540
Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice
MGT558
Current Topics in Human Resource Management
MGT559
Legal Issues in the Workplace
MGT560
Labor Relations
MGT567
Creative Problem-Solving in Organizations
One elective (3 credits):
Principles of Economics
MGT530
Marketing Management
MGT538
Global Business
MGT561
Financial Management
MGT518

FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

Salve Regina University offers an accelerated Human
Resource Management program for the University's highly
motivated and qualified undergraduates that culminates in
conferral of the bachelor 's and master's degree. Interested
students who have a grade point average of at least 3.0
apply to the Five-Year Program by the end of junior year.
Approved applicants take four (3 credit) graduate courses
in the senior year. Six of the credits are applied toward the
undergraduate degree. Final program acceptance is contingent upon fulfilling undergraduate degree requirements and
completing the four graduate courses. To complete the
master's degree in the fifth-year, students take eight (3
credit) courses for a total of 152 credits.

Holistic Counseling
Two required courses (6 credits):
HLC532
Psychology of Group Processes
HLC573
Human Relations Lab I: Dynamics of Human
Behavior
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Global Business MGT538
The course presents the backgrounds, patterns, and practicaL operations of gLobaL business. Topics include transnational corporations, global trade, and global financial flows .
The interactions between business policies and the host
country's sociopolitical and economic environment are
investigated.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity, sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.

Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice MGT540
Students explore major ethical theories within the tradition
of Western Philosophy to evaluate their applicability to
contemporary ethical dilemmas. In the first part of the
course, students look at people as thinking beings with
capacities to formulate ethically important ideas and
methodologies . In the second part, students analyze
specific examples of ethical problems faced by managers
to discover resolutions.

NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year ofgraduate studies.

Organizational Theory and Behavior MGT501
This course addresses the application of organizational
theory to management functions. Integration of the individual into the organization and examination of the human
factor in organizational dynamics are considered.
NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Current Topics in Human Resource Management MGT558
This course is designed to expose students to a wide array
of human resource management issues. Emphasis is placed
on compensation management and employee benefit program objectives, design, and funding.

Law and Business Organizations MGT503
This course concentrates on legal aspects of businessorganizations. The law controlling agency, partnerships, and
corporations is examined. Emphasis is on the rights, duties,
and liabilities surrounding principal, agent, partner, shareholder, officer, and director.

Legal Issues in the Workplace MGT559
This course acquaints students with laws and regulations
that must be considered in human resource decisionmaking.
Topics include the Fair Labor Standards Act, EEO and
affirmative action, sexual harassment, family leave, the
Americans with Disabilities Act, substance abuse, and
various aspects of employee relations.

Management of Human Resources MGT509
This course uses a systems perspective to present personnel
management as a major part of the broad managerial function. Students look at recruitment, selection, development,
utilization and accommodation of human resources in
contemporary organizations and use case studies to examine

Labor Relations MGT560
Students study collective bargaining as an ongoing,
dynamic process and develop a process model of collective
bargaining. Special attention is given to resolution of
negotiation impasses, unfair labor practices, and employee
grievances. Unique features of public and private sector
bargaining are highlighted.

and solve some typical personnel management problems.
Principles of Economics MGT518
This course provides a survey of micro- and macro-economic theory with an emphasis on material vital to managerial
decisionmaking. Consideration is given to the economic
behavior of firms, in particular, price theory, production
theory, and the analytics of economic analysis. The determination of national income, monetary and fiscal policy,
and international trade is addressed.
PREREQUISITE: PRE518 or equivalent

Financial Management MGT561
This course acquaints students with tools and instruments
financial managers use to provide financial programs for
current operations and long-term needs. Emphasis is on
current industry practices with investigations of investment,
financing, and evaluator decisions of various economic
units. The course is designed to show application of
financial theory to current management issues.

Marketing Management MGT530
Students survey marketing's role in business and in society.
They explore consumer behavior, market segments,
product positioning, new product development and policy,
pricing, distributing, advertising, and sales management.
Background material enhances case analysis.

PREREQUISITE: PRE561 or equivalent, or permission
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Creative Problem-Solving in Organizations MGT567
This course addresses the topic of creativity in various
organizational settings. Public and private sector organizations are currently faced with domestic and international
challenges that require the ability to adapt rapidly to
continuous change. Creativity in any enterprise is vital to
its continued existence. The course employs a variety of
teaching modalities to examine the qualities of creativity,
strategies for its development and ways to incorporate
creative problem-solving into professional responsibilities.
Special Topics MGT580
Students explore management-related topics of special
interest.
Independent StudylResearch MGT591
This is a directed research study of independently-selected
Management topics that must be approved by the supervising faculty member and the Program Director.
HOLISTIC COUNSELING

Psychology of Group Processes HLC532
Students explore various dimensions of group process and,
in keeping with the program theme of self-realization,
explore their abilities to function in groups in light of their
individual group histories. Personal leadership strengths in
one's profession are studied as well as the tools of art and
movement to facilitate group process.
Human Relations Laboratory I:
Dynamics of Human Behavior HLC573
Research strongly suggests that counseling interventions
either help or hinder a client's condition. The variable that
facilitates effectiveness seems to be whether the counselor
uses high-or low-level interpersonal relations skills. In this
laboratory, primary accurate empathy, immediacy and
appropriate self-disclosure are practiced in a here-and-now
environment.
NOTE: It is recommended that students take this course early in their
program. The laboratory is limited to twelve participants and early
registration is recommended.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS SCIENCE
Master of Science Degree
FREDERICK LUPONE, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

The Master of Science program in Information Systems
Science offers opportunities for students interested in
learning about current and evolving information systems
technology, its impact on organizations and society and its
ethical use in achieving organizational objectives. The
program prepares individuals with limited information
systems knowledge for entry into the field in technical ,
managerial, or sales/marketing positions. It also prepares
those with systems experience for advancement to more
responsible positions. The MS/ISS curriculum is developed
in consonance with recommendations of the ISS Industry
Advisory Council, a group of Rhode Island information
systems executives.

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analyzing existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity. sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students are required to fulfill all degree requirements and
an approved program of twelve courses (36 credits). When
candidates have satisfactorily completed all work, the
Master of Science degree in Information Systems Science
will be conferred.
Electives are available to students who qualify for
exemption from one or more core courses. Students may
petition to substitute an elective for a core course based on
academic credit or responsible work experience in the
systems field. When available, Graduate Extension Study
courses may be taken to fulfill requirements.
CURRICULUM

Required Courses:
HUM500
Research Seminar
MGT540
Ethics for Managers
ISS501
Systems Analysis and Design
ISS502
Application Programming
ISS510
Database Management Systems
ISS511
Applications System Development
ISS520
Database Application Development
ISS530
Operating Systems
ISS532
Business Data Communications
ISS534
Knowledge-Based Systems
ISS542
Software Project Management
ISS550
Information Resource Management
Electives:
ISS521
ISS522
ISS583
ISS585

Accounting Information Systems
Information Technology and Organizations
The Human Computer Interface
The Internet and Business

NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice MGT540
Students explore major ethical theories within the tradition
of Western Philosophy to evaluate their applicability to
contemporary ethical dilemmas. In the first part of the
course, students look at people as thinking beings with
capacities to formulate ethically important ideas and
methodologies. In the second part, students analyze
specific examples of ethical problems faced by managers
in order to discover ways to resolve them.
System Analysis and Design ISS50 I
This is the first of a two-course sequence that examines
applications development methodology. Topics in this
course include information systems planning in support of
the organization's objectives, determination of requirements, an introduction to software project management,
modern structured analysis, and preliminary design. The
system development life cycle and rapid prototyping
techniques are central to course content.
Application Programming ISS502
In this course, students are required to develop, code, test,
and implement an application system. Emphasis is given to
structured programming techniques, data structures, the
user interface, and file-processing techniques.
PREREQUISITE: Three credits ofe at the undergraduate level or

permission of instructor.

Database Management Systems ISS510
Students have opportunities to learn the theoretical basis
for database management systems and to develop practical
working knowledge of a selected database management
system. Emphasis is placed on the relational model.
PREREQUISITE:ISS50 1 and ISS502 or permission of instructor
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Applications Systems Development ISS511
This is a continuation of ISS50 1. Topics include prototyping,
event-driven design, object-oriented methodologies, conversion of legacy systems to a distributed environment and
application maintenance. Client/server software is used to
support these activities.
PREREQUISITE: ISS501 or equivalent

Database Application Development ISS520
Students use contemporary software tools to develop a
significant application in the database environment. The
development encompasses the design through implementation stages of the systems development cycle.
PREREQUISITE: ISS510

Accounting Information Systems ISS521
This course is designed to serve both accounting and
information systems students. Accounting and information
concepts are studied in the context of their role in organizational decision-making and control. Accounting information is presented in terms of the major subsystems of the
typical business.

develop a PC-based expert system and use a wide range of
decision-support techniques.
PREREQUISITE: ISS502

Software Project Management ISS542
Students apply principles of project management to the
software development life cycle. Topics include personnel
management in the project environment, cost estimation,
productivity and quality metrics, resource management
within the life cycle, software quality assurance techniques,
software testing fundamentals, and software configuration
management.
Information Resource Management ISS550
Students examine the importance of information as a resource
for the survival and growth of a modern organization from
the perspective of the Chief Information Officer. Topics
include strategic implications of information, information's
role in supporting organizational goals, and the long-range
planning process. The course culminates with students'
developing an Information System Master Plan (ISMP).
NOTE: This capstone course f or ISS students is to be taken the la st

spring semester of the student's program.

Information Technology and Organizations ISS522
Students examine the interactions between information
systems technology and the structure of organizations,
particularly the impact that interactive access to information has had on traditional hierarchical structures and
additional alternative structures facilitated by information
technology. The systems approach to understanding
organizations is emphasized.
PREREQUISITE: MGT500

Operating Systems ISS530
This course covers operating system concepts and design
and how they relate to the coordinated functioning of a
computer. Specific topics include scheduling, memory
management, data management, trends and alternatives in
operating system design.
PREREQUISITE: ISS502

Business Data Communications ISS532
This course introduces students to computer networks and
distributed processing. Topics include the fundamentals of
data communications, wide area networks (WANs), local
area networks (LANs), client server communications,
network security, and network administration. Students
access the Internet as part of course work.
Knowledge-Based Systems ISS534
This course introduces the role of information and knowledge management in high level decisionmaking within the
organization. Expert systems and other decision-support
tools are developed in the context of supporting a business
entity in functional areas and strategic planning. Students

The Human-Computer Interface ISS583
This course examines psychological and empirical research
underlying fundamental principles of human-computer
interface design. Students use the principles to evaluate
and create interfaces in a laboratory environment using
Visual Basic.
The Internet and Business ISS585
This course examines the infrastructure of the Internet as it
relates to the needs of electronic commerce. The capabilities and limitations of HTTP, HTM and JAVA will be
reviewed. Hands-on exercises are featured .

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Students may elect to complete a graduate certificate
program in lieu of the full MSIISS. Six courses are
mandated for Federal IRM professionals under the General
Services Administration 's "1000 by the Year 2000" program.
Certificate program courses may be applied to the
requirements for the MS deg ree.
Four core courses (12 credits):
Systems Design and Analysis
ISS510
Database Management Systems
ISS532
Distributed Data Processing, Networks, and
Telecommunications
ISS550
Information Resource Management
ISS501

Two electives (6 credits):
Select from remaining ISS offerings
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HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Master of Science Degree
JOAN CHAPDELAINE Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

The graduate program in Health Services Administration
prepares professionals for the challenges of health services
planning and delivery in a rapidly-changing environment.
The program structure develops technical knowledge and
skills within the context of the University 's commitment to
Christian tradition. It includes a sense of personal values
and professional responsibility to meet the needs of others.
The curriculum provides the opportunity to acquire basic
skills and allows students flexibility to tailor programs to
suit individual needs and backgrounds. It is directed and
taught by health service professionals and field specialists
who blend theoretical foundations with practical applications in a variety of settings.

Research requirement:
HUM500
Research Seminar

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Applicants to the graduate program in HSA are required to
have current work experience in the health care environment. As an admissions prerequisite, those without
experience must complete a min~mum of 400 hours of
active participation as a documented intern or as a volunteer in a health-care setting. The HSA Program Director
must approve the experience prior to program acceptance.
Twelve courses (36 credits) must be completed
successfully to qualify for the Master of Science degree in
Health Services Administration.
INTERNSHIP REQUIREMENTS

Three-credit internships that involve at least 150 hours of
participation in a practice setting are required toward the
end of the HSA graduate program. They may be taken in a
variety of administrative settings such as hospitals, homecare facilities, mental health facilities, long-term care
facilities, regulatory agencies, third-party payers, proprietary and nonproprietary systems, and state and national
associations. Students learn about and appreciate administrative intricacies while applying knowledge and talents
developed during coursework. Internships are geared to
fields where students are likely to direct their future
activities or where they may develop expertise in supplementary areas for policy or consulting. Students discuss
possibilities with the Program Director, assess their
suitability to career plans and develop specific proposals
for placement.
Internships may be replaced by a course if the Program
Director determines that a student already possesses
sufficient administrative experience.

Required courses:
HSA50 I
Introduction to Health Services
HSA505
Health Care Marketing
HSA509
Management of Human Resources
HSA519
Health Care Finance
HSA525
Ethics for Health Professionals
Health Policy
HSA528
Health Law
HSA533
Nursing Administration
HSA542
Public Health Administration
HSA543
Application of Health Care Management Theory
HSA547
Internship and Seminar in Health Services
HSA590
Administration
Electives:

Social Gerontology
Developmental and Psychological Dimensions
of Aging
HSA538
Physiological Dimension of Aging
HSA539
Quality of Life for the Elderly
Health Care and the Older Citizen
HSA540
HSA545
Physical Assessment of the Elderly
HSA580-589 Special Topics in Health Services Administration
HSA591-599 Independent Study/Research
HLC532
Psychology of Group Processes
MGT501
Organization Theory and Behavior
MGT560
Labor Relations
MGT561
Financial Management
MGT567
Creative Problem-Solving in Organizations
MGT575
Strategic Management and Business Policy
HSA536
HSA537
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity. sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.
NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Introduction to Health Services HSA501
Students study American health care systems and the
process by which health care services are delivered. They
are provided with a comprehensive overview of the health
care industry - its historical development, current issues,
and future trends.
NOTE: Registered nurses take Nursing Admini stration HSA542 in

lieu of this course.

Health Care Marketing HSA505
Students are introduced to basic marketing principles and
practices related to the health services industry. They
examine consumer needs, target market concepts, strategies for attaining goals, current market practices, cost
benefit analysis, ethical considerations, and marketing
resources. The development of positive relationships within
an organization is explored as a marketing strategy,
including the role in marketing of employees, physicians,
patients, and the community.
Management of Human Resources HSA509
This course uses a systems perspective to present personnel
management as a major part of the broad managerial
function. Students look at recruitment, selection, development, utilization and accommodation of human resources
in contemporary organizations and use case studies to
examine and solve some typical personnel management
problems.
Health Care Finance HSA519
Students receive a conceptual and practical foundation in
health care finance. The course provides an overview of
the health care environment and introduces financial
concepts through financial statement reviews and analyses.
Discussions address the development and use of revenues,
identification of operating expenses, strategies to contain
costs, and the financial interaction between health care
providers and third-party payers. Class presentations and a
term paper provide opportunities for students to research
and discuss current health care financial topics.

Ethics for Health Professionals HSA525
Students explore current and recurring ethical issues facing
health professionals in today's health care environment.
Topics include the right to refuse treatment, the right to die,
organ donation, resource allocation, and issues related to
health care reimbursement and administration, such as cost
containment and quality assurance. Other topics include
informed consent, confidentiality, paternalism, autonomy,
and professional codes. Traditional theories of ethics as
well as decisionmaking models are also examined.
Health Policy HSA528
Students focus on three major areas that contribute to the
establishment of National Health Policies: health planning,
health research, and health services. They examine the
methodology for policy planning, goal setting, allocation
of resources, plan implementation, evaluation, and regulation. Health policy as it relates to health research involves
discussion of major illnesses and diseases, environmental
factors, new technology and health research, and social, political, and economic factors influencing policy development.
Health Law HSA5 33
Students examine the law relating to health care administration. Course topics include: the physician-patient relationship, professional liability, credentialing, medical ·
records and disclosure of information, consent to treatment,
hospital liability, and the institution-physician relationship.
Nursing Administration HSA542
Students who are registered nurses investigate advanced
concepts of management and apply them to the administration of a nursing department in a variety of health care
settings. An in-depth discussion of the goals, structures,
processes, resources, and controls as they pertain to nursing
administration is included.
PREREQUISITE: Status as a registered nurse

Public Health Administration HSA543
Health care professionals receive instruction in the role
and responsibilities of public health in the us. Students are
provided with a comprehensive overview of such issues as
the scope of public health and its impact on the wellbeing
of citizens as well as society. Students also examine issues
regarding preventing disease, prolonging life, and promoting good health through organized community effort.
Questions about public health responsibilities of health
care professionals are addressed.
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Application of Health Care Management Theory HSA547
This course is taken at the conclusion of graduate health
care studies. Through case studies and actual health care
management situations, students apply many skills and
techniques acquired during their previous course work.
The areas of Marketing, Information Systems, Human
Resources, Finance, and Strategic Planning are emphasized.

Health Care and the Older Citizen HSA540
Students examine political, social, economic, and health
care issues that pertain to older people and their families.
They look at housing, health, and social programs, longterm care, reimbursement, and public policy issues and
explore past, present, and future trends that affect the aging
population.

Internship and Seminar in Health Services
Administration HSA590
In the final semester of study, students gain experience in
administrative aspects of health care under the supervision
of practicing professionals. The internship involves participation in a practice setting one day a week for fifteen weeks
with a two-hour, bi-weekly seminar. The experience enables
students to apply knowledge and skills obtained in courses
to an administrative setting designed to meet individual
and professional goals. If approved by the student's advisor,
those with administrative experience take an elective in
lieu of the internship

Physical Assessment of the Elderly HSA545
Students expand knowledge and skills required to conduct
in-depth physical, psychological, and social assessments of
elderly clients. They learn to describe normal findings and
identify abnormal deviations that indicate need for followup and/or referral.

PREREQUISITE: Advisor approval before Registration.

ELECTIVES

Social Gerontology HSA536
Students examine social interactions in the lives of elderly
individuals to develop an understanding of historical,
cultural, and social aspects of maturing and of racial, ethnic,
and class factors in the aging process.
Developmental and Psychological Dimensions of Aging
HSA537

Students examine theoretical and research foundations of
aging to develop understanding of normal developmental
and psychological changes as well as mental and emotional disorders that can occur. They explore the wellness
of aging as they work to understand disorders and intervention strategies in the context of the full continuum of
personal development.
Physiological Dimensions of Aging HSA538
This course surveys normal physiological changes that are
part of the aging process as well as medical aspects of the
most frequently encountered physical ailments in the elderly.
Students examine myths of aging that contribute to illness
and to wellness.
Qua\it~

of Life fot' the E\det'\~ H.St>.539
Students explore a holistic approach to medical, psychological, religious, philosophical, and demographic aspects
of wellness. A variety of viewpoints and research findings
is presented. Experiential learning about attitudes and
quality of life is examined.

PREREQUISITE: Status as a Registered Nurse

Special Topics in Health Services Administration
HSA580-589

Students explore Health Services Administration topics of
special interest.
Independent Study/Research HSA591-599
This research course is a directed study of independentlyselected topics in Health Services Administration. Topic
proposals are approved by the supervising faculty member
and Program Director.
Psychology of Group Processes HLC532
Students explore various group process dimensions and, in
keeping with the program theme of self-realization, examine
their abilities to function in groups in light of their individual group histories. Personal leadership strengths in
one's profession are studied as well as the tools of art and
movement to facilitate group process.
Organizational Theory and Behavior MGT501
This course addresses the application of organizational
theory to management functions. Integration of the individual into the organization and the human factor in
organizational dynamics are considered.
Labor Relations MGT560
Students study collective bargaining as an ongoing,
dynamic process and develop a process model of collective
bargaining. Special attention is given to resolution of
negotiation impasses, unfair labor practices, and employee
grievances. Unique features of public and private sector
bargaining are highlighted.
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Financial Management MGT561
Students become acquainted with tools and instruments of
financial managers who provide financial programs for
current operations and long-term needs. Emphasis is on
current industry practices with investigations of investment,
financing, and evaluator decisions of various economic units .
The course is designed to show application of financial
theory to current management issues.
Creative Problem Solving in Organizations MGT567
This course addresses the topic of creativity in various
organizational settings. Public and private sector organizations are currently faced with domestic and international
challenges that require the ability to adapt rapidly to
continuous change. Creativity in any enterprise is vital to
its continued existence. The course employs a variety of
teaching modalities to examine qualities of creativity,
strategies for its development, and ways to incorporate
creative problem solving into professional responsibilities.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

GERONTOLOGY
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The Graduate Certificate Program in Gerontology is a five
course (15 credit) program designed to meet educational
and career needs of individuals interested in working with
elderly people in the health care, social services, and
counseling fields . It can be taken in conjunction with a
graduate degree program at the University or obtained as
an additional credential by nonmatriculated students.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students are expected to have a bachelor's degree from an
accredited institution of higher learning. Those with substantiallife experience may petition for a waiver of this
requirement.
PROGRAM OF STUDY

Strategic Management and Business Policy MGT575
This capstone course enables students to concentrate on the
determination and implementation of corporate strategy.
Students take the point of view of a senior executive who
must integrate activities of marketing, finance , production,
and research and development. Major topics are the determination of corporate strategy and the relationship between
a firm's economic strategy and the personal values of
senior executives.

The graduate certificate is awarded upon completion of the
following five courses:
HSA536
Social Gerontology
HSA537
Developmental and Psychological Dimensions
of Aging
HSA538
Physiological Dimensions of Aging
HSA539
Quality of Life for the Elderly
HSA540
Health Care and the Older Citizen
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HOLISTIC COUNSELING
Master of Arts Degree
JACK CHILDS, Director

ABOUT TH E PROGRAM

The Holistic Counseling Program is designed to develop
counselors who value integration of body, mind, and spirit
and who see integration as an essential expression of personal health. The counselors understand that personal
health, in turn, depends on individual experiences of connectedness with the human community and the natural
world that supports it. Holistic counselors believe that
today's mental and social illnesses stem from a lack of
integration - or disintegration- resulting in people dissociated from themselves, the community and the environment.
In recognition of one interconnected creation, courses
address approaches through the body, the cognitiveemotional, and the spirit. Program emphasis is on wellness
with symptoms seen as calls to self-realization. It is
planned for counselor-guides who function as healers to
individuals and institutions in times of change and crisis
and is suitable for all who want to work with people.
The program's primary goal is to develop well-trained,
master's-level counselors who are capable of working
effectively with individuals and groups in ways that reflect
program philosophy. The Holistic Counseling Program
facilitates student mastery of theoretical material related to
the holistic perspective and the counseling process as a
practical art. Since research over the past thirty years has
consistently shown that counseling effectiveness depends
primarily on counselors' personal and interpersonal skills
rather than on a specific theoretical orientation, an important program goal is to foster students' personal formation
and development.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Following completion of an approved program of 48
graduate credits (approximately 43 required and 5 elective)
that includes a two-semester counseling internship, an exit
project and all degree requirements, students are eligible to
receive the Master of Arts degree in Holistic Counseling.
In their final project, students work with faculty
advisors to develop a major work that provides a special
contribution to the field and shows how students "think
differently" about an issue, institution, or process.

CURRICULUM

Required courses:
HLC504 Holistic Perspectives
HLC507 Toward Synthesis: Body Approaches
HLC508 Developmental Issues in Counseling
HLC509 Toward Synthesis: Approaches through MindEmotions
HLC510 Cross-Cultural Counseling (l credit)
HLC511 Toward Synthesis: Approaches through the Spirit
HLC513 Systems Theory
HLC515 Assessment I
HLC530 Practicum in Counseling: Part I
HLC531 Practicum in Counseling: Part II
HLC532 Psychology of Group Processes
HLC553 Evaluation
HLC570 Internship and Seminar I
HLC571 Internship and Seminar II
HLC573 Human Relations Laboratory I:
Dynamics of Human Behavior
Electives:
Electives strengthen counselors' abilities to serve specific
client populations by fostering personal growth, adding
skill depth and opening professional vistas. The number of
electives students take depends on their plan of studies and
the number of required courses that have been waived:
HLC506 Healing
HLC579 Grief Counseling
HLC580 Massage Therapy
HLC582 Art Therapy
HLC583 Marketing Holistic Counseling
HLC584 Movement Therapy
HLC585 Crisis Intervention
HLC586 ConSUlting with Systems
HLC587 Counseling Women
HLC588 Working with Young People
HLC589 Practicum in Group Therapy
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Holistic Perspectives HLC504
In this general course, participants become aware of their
current understandings and assumptions regarding concepts
such as consciousness and evolving theories of modern
physics. Findings impact their world view, behavior and
unique personal wellness. The course provides an overview
of "thinking differently" which informs the new counseling
paradigm in this program.
NOTE: This introductory course is to be taken in the fi rst year.

Toward Synthesis: Concept-Body Approaches HLC507
Students are involved in theoretical and experiential studies
of holistic dimensions that include kinesthetic awareness,
psychophysical re-education, touch, movement, body-mind
connection, breathing, nutrition, the body and personality,
the body and consciousness. The body-oriented psychotherapies of Gestalt, Hakomi, and Bioenergetics are also
studied. Implications for assuming responsibility for one's
personal wellbeing and for counseling use are discussed
and practiced. Students practice discerning when this
consciousness level is symptomatically exhibited by finetuning sensitivities to what the body reveals physically,
psychically or spiritually.
Developmental Issues in Counseling HLC508
Students study and experience developmental psychology
and its influence on therapeutic interventions. Physical,
mental-cognitive, emotional, and spiritual stages of
development are explored. Implications of developmental
stages in the client's counseling process and distinctions
between pathology and developmental crises are addressed.
Toward Synthesis: Concept - Approaches through
Mind Emotions HLC509
This course offers a theoretical and experiential study of
holistic dimensions that include: presence, power of suggestion, crisis intervention, guided imagery, imagination,
behavior modification, and cognitive interventions in
therapy. Through activities, readings, and discussions, students are encouraged to expand awareness and understanding beyond more commonly used therapeutic analytical
and verbal interventions. They examine these concepts and
learn to identify their implications in the personal growth/
guiding process.
Cross-cultural Counseling HLC51 0
Students address questions that ask how wholeness is
affected by a particular culture and how boundaries apply
in different cultures. Other topics include empathy and the
need to understand the experience of another culture.
A field experience is assigned.

Toward Synthesis: Concept - Approaches through the
Spirit HLC511
Students explore dimensions of holistic theory and experience th~t concern: presence to the client as the single most
important therapeutic intervention, and implications of
quantum physics for understanding consciousness, meditation, silence, will, self, death, and meaning. The class
examines influences of Eastern and Western philosophy on
belief systems and their implications for counseling. In
particular, psychosynthesis and Jungian concepts are
presented as indicated interventions to guide clients at the
transpersonallevel of consciousness. This is not a religion
course.
Systems Theory HLC511
Students are introduced to a systems approach for understanding the concept of reality - a principal component of
holism - as it has evolved in physics, chemistry, biology,
and human services. Emphasis is on the horizontal dimension of parts interrelatedness and vertical dimensions of
larger systems that include smaller ones. The practical part
of the course explores principal family system theories
and, through simulations, uses a systems approach to
practice appropriate interventions.
Assessment HLC515
Students explore the evolution and philosophy of traditional diagnostic methods currently practiced in the
scientific medical model and examine strengths and weaknesses. The course introduces students to the diagnostic
model and language used by the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual, clinical assessment, diagnostic testing and its
quantitative base, and evaluates their influences on the
therapeutic process. Students become involved with a
present-centered, process-oriented assessment model that
integrates some effective discoveries of the classical
diagnostic approach with the holistic-relational counseling
approach.
Practicum in Counseling: Part I HLC530
Through the use of videotaping, students integrate counseling perspectives by participating in activities and selfevaluation experiences to develop a holistic approach.
Emphasis in the first part of the course is on being present
to the client, interviewing, creating action programs, and
utilizing behavioral and cognitive psychology. Ethical
issues are explored, case studies are examined and
developmental stages of counseling are presented. Students
keep journals of their progress during sessions.
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Practicum in Counseling: Part II HLC531
Students practice supervised counseling techniques that
emphasize whole-package integration in a three-stage model
that includes: presence, respect, and accurate empathic
listening; client dynamic self-understanding, where the
client models on the effective counselor; and, action, where
client and student counselor collaborate to achieve client
process goals and students articulate their personal
counseling synthesis.
Psychology of Group Processes HLC532
Students explore a variety of group process dimensions
and, in keeping with the program theme of self-realization,
examine their abilities to function in groups in light of their
individual group histories. Personal leadership strengths in
one's professional setting are studied as well as the tools of
art and movement to facilitate group process.
Evaluation HLC553
Students learn to evaluate theories, hypotheses, and methodologies that are pertinent to the understanding of human
development. Emphasis is on developing critical thinking
skills and applying them to specific student interest areas.

ELECTIVES

Healing HLC506
This theoretical and practical course emphasizes personal
health assessment, the tradition of healing and the capacity
for every person to be a healer. An introduction to therapeutic touch and use of crystals in healing are explored.
Grief Counseling HLC579
In this course, students identify and explore their own
resolved or unresolved loss and grief issues and focus on
forgiveness and compassion of self and others so that they
may work more effectively with clients.
Massage Therapy HLC580
The course helps students to develop an academic base for
massage as a means to maintain health . It does not produce
massage therapists. Students look at research that pertains
to the human need for contact and touch, gain understanding of massage skills and examine their own touch comfort
levels to form healthy attitudes for personal living and
respectful therapeutic contact with those who need healing.
The contact is psychological, emotional, and spiritual.
Art Therapy HLC582
Based on use of guided visualization and right-brain imaging,
this therapeutic modality helps clients to access past experiences that are not stored in the verbal left-brain memory.
The course presents an understanding of principles and
applications of expressive art therapy and examines how to
use it in a clinical setting.

Internship and Seminar I HLC570
Student interns practice in settings approved by the coordinator of internships to demonstrate their cumulative holistic
understandings and abilities for guiding others. The twosemester supervised experience along with a two-hour,
weekly seminar is taken ideally after completing the practi
cum in counseling and practiced for at least 150 hours per
semester. Placements follow requests for internship
candidacy and are in effect by the end of May. An internship manual is available from the instructor.

Marketing Holistic Counseling HLC583
Students address the question , "What can I do with this
degree?" They look at concrete details of putting themselves
into public practice, doing business and promoting cultivation of their creative resources to further personal visions
of holistic counseling.

PREREQUISITE: Students must obtain personal insurance coverage

(available at student prices) through the American Counseling
Association

Internship and Seminar II HLC571
This course is a continuation of HLC570.

Movement Therapy HLC584
Life is movement; the less we move, the less we are alive.
This course discusses use of movement in personal and professional growth as students learn to expand their capacities
for self-expression. Students explore therapeutic movement
that uncovers blocks of feelings and unconscious processes,
facilitates healing in therapy and leads to a fuller life.

Human Relations Laboratory I: Dynamics of Human
Behavior HLC573
Research strongly suggests that counseling interventions
either help or hinder a client's condition. The variable that
facilitates effectiveness seems to be whether a counselor
lives at a high-or low-level of the interpersonal relations
skills. In this laboratory, primary accurate empathy,
immediacy and appropriate self-disclosure etc., are
practiced in a here-and-now environment.

Crisis Intervention HLC585
A crisis is a turning point that provides opportunities for
change and growth. In this experiential and didactic course,
students explore a therapeutic approach to crisis intervention, assisting people through a crisis and facilitating
growth. Various developmental and situational emergencies
are explored as well as the contribution of chaos theory to

NOTE: It is recommended that students take this course early in their
program. The laboratory is limited to ten participants and early
registration is suggested.
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understanding crises. Students learn and practice accurate
evaluation, assessment and treatment and communicate
with more traditional mental health personnel.
Consulting with Systems HLC586
Working with any client requires skill and artistry. The
client in this course is a complex system such as a large
organization. The course is designed to help students
understand how to examine complex organizations as client
systems; how to consult with large systems; and how to
assume a variety of consultant roles and responsibilities
with them. Students explore roles, practice intervention
skills in class and apply learning to actual systems.
Counseling Women HLC587
Students examine research on women 's issues in therapeutic situations. The course is intended to enhance counselor
sensitivity to a feminine psychology that acknowledges
women's differences and counseling needs.
Working with Young People HLC588
This course provides an overview of historical and current
approaches in children's counseling. Students explore
developmental methods and a variety of media for
expression, exploration, and therapeutic process. The class
is involved with role-playing, hands-on experiences and,
when children are available, an instructor-supervised
playgroup facilitates interactive and communications skills,
self-assessment and peer support.

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED
GRADUATE STUDIES

The graduate program in Holistic Counseling offers a
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies (CAGS) in
Holistic Counseling with a concentration in Expressive Art
Therapies. The program enables students to specialize in
the intermodal use of expressive arts in psychotherapy and
medical caregiving. The initial focus is on integrating
visual art and dance/movement therapies while providing
overviews of alternative expressive arts modalities and
their therapeutic uses. Emphasis is on historical development of therapeutic expressive arts, theoretical applications of each modality and the scientific basis that supports
their integration in psychotherapy and medical caregiving.
The program offers students opportunities for hands-on
work and supervised practicum experience.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

To qualify for the CAGS Program, applicants must have:
a 48-credit Master's Degree in Holistic Counseling from
Salve Regina University or a 48-credit Master's Degree in
Counseling from an accredited institution.
PREREQUISITES: Students currently enrolled in Salve Regina 's

Master's Degree Program in Holistic Counseling may begin 'work on
the CAGS before finishing their graduate deg ree

if prerequisites are

completed. Students from other schools ' counseling programs must
complete the following courses.

Practicum in Group Therapy HLC589
In this course, students apply therapy to groups while the
instructor models skills and provides support.

HLC504

PREREQUISITE: HLC532 and instructor permission

HLC511

HLC507
HLC509

Holistic Perspectives
Toward Synthesis: Body Approaches
Toward Synthesis: Mind and Emotions
Toward Synthesis: Approaches through the Spirit

Those who take one or more CAGS courses prior to
completing the master's degree may not use the courses to
fulfill the 48-credit master's requirement. All CAGS credits
are held in reserve and added to the 48 credits upon
program completion to the total of 60 credits required for
the Master's Degree and the CAGS in Holistic Counseling.
CURRICULUM

Two required courses (6 credits):
An Intermodal Approach to the Expressive Arts
Therapies
HLC592
Introduction to the Healing Power of the
Expressive Arts in Therapy
Electives: Two courses (6 credits)
HLC593
Group Applications of Expressive Art Therapies
HLC 594 Applications of the Expressive Arts in Health Care
HLC595
Practicum in the Intermodal Applications of the
Expressive Arts in Therapy

HLC591
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

An Intermodal Approach to the Expressive Arts
Therapies HLC591
In this course, students have opportunities for hands-on
work in the expressive arts as they apply to psychotherapy
and medical caregiving. Students focus on integrating
visual art and dance/movement therapies. They are introduced to sound/music therapy and therapeutic writing as
alternative expressive arts.
Introduction to the Healing Power of the Expressive
Arts in Therapy HLC 592
This theoretical and experiential course presents expressive
arts therapy focusing on a variety of specialized modalities
and their applications in psychotherapy and medical caregiving. Students explore the healing power of the expressive
arts based on supporting scientific research in psychoneuroimmunology, split-brain functioning, mind-body medicine
and psychotherapy as well as the role of imagery in experiential perception, emotional processing and release.
ELECTIVES

Group Applications of Expressive Arts Therapies HLC 593
Students learn to design and implement a specialized
expressive art therapy program that can be used by various
popUlation groups in psychotherapy, physical healing,
education and the corporate environment.
Applications of the Expressive Arts in
Health Care HLC594
This course explores the relationship of emotional stress
and physiological response. Based on research in mindbody medicine and psychoneuroimmunology, students
learn to help clients heal the body by first healing the mind.
A variety of health and healing theories and methods that
concern body-centered awareness, visualization, imagistic
processing and expression through the arts are presented.
Students are introduced to expressive arts program applications that may be used by hospitals, research clinics,
geriatric and other specialized healthcare facilities or institutions that provide patient support, or educational groups
that deal with stress, cancer, cardiac problems and other
types of medical treatment, post-treatment and healing.
Practicum in the Intermodal Applications of the
Expressive Arts in Therapy HLC595
Students use principles and techniques of expressive arts
applications in supervised, in-class, one-on-one and group
practicums. They also engage in outside practicum hours
with one or more volunteer clients. Class discussions focus
on evaluating short- and long-term therapeutic results with
attention directed to ways to work as part of a clinical
treatment team.
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HUMANITIES
Master of Arts Degree
EUGENE LAPPIN, FSC, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

The Master of Arts in Humanities is an interdisciplinary
program that seeks to foster a broad understanding of the
qualitative aspects of life and culture through a study of
disciplines such as history, literature, philosophy, and
religion. The course of study is intended for individuals
who want to broaden their intellectual and cultural horizons.
It also serves as excellent preparation for the PhD degree
in the Humanities.

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats to internal and external validity. sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

An oral interview and writing sample are part of the
application process. Following completion of an approved
program of twelve courses (36 credits) and all degree
requirements, students qualify to receive the Master of Arts
degree in Humanities.
CURRICULUM

The curriculum is divided into three parts:

Humanities Core
Six courses (18 credits):
HUM 500 Research Seminar
HUM 501 Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues
HUM 503 Great Writers I
HUM 504 Great Writers II
HUM 505 World Civilizations I
HUM 506 World Civilizations II
Interdisciplinary
Four courses (12 credits):
ADJ 516
Law, Liberty, and Morality
HSA 539
Quality of Life for the Elderly
HLC 504
Holistic Perspectives
HUM 510 A History of Technology
HUM 520 Religion and Science: Modern Perspectives
HUM 530 Art, Culture, and Society
Electives
Two required courses (6 credits):
To be approved by the Program Director based on student
objectives
TRANSFER CREDITS

Up to two graduate courses with a grade of B or above may
be taken in transfer as electives when accompanied by
transcript, course description, and rationale.

NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues HUM501
Students engage in comparative examinations of the ethical
standards and approaches of Western and non-Western
moralists in the resolution of major moral issues. Course
readings concern nuclear proliferation, the search for peace,
ecological issues, world hunger, and genetic engineering.
The Search for Happiness HUM502
Philosophical beliefs and the world's major faiths are
considered within the context of the human search for
happiness. Differences in emphasis and approach are
treated on a comparative and complementary basis, rather
than adversarially.
Great Writers I HUM503
Classic authors of major influence in world literature are
discussed in relation to the humanities. Emphasis is
directed to timeless themes in drama, fiction , and poetry
that can enrich contemporary appreciation of universal
human values as they have been expressed through the ages.
Great Writers II HUM504
Select works of twentieth-century literature form the basis
for an exploration of the human condition in today's world.
The unifying theme of this literary enquiry addresses how
modern creative writing can both reflect and illuminate
contemporary experience.
World Civilizations I HUM505
This course focuses on the distinctive cultural achievements that characterize the seminal Western civilizations.
Students examine growth and decline of national aspirations and how the humanities shape cultural identity.
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World Civilizations II HUM506
This course proposes that through the humanities students
can effectively learn to appreciate the ancient cultures of
the Eastern world. The arts, wisdom, and ways of life in
historic civilizations are the theme of a cross-cultural
survey from the Middle East to Asia.

Modern Drama HUM540
Students explore outstanding examples of modern drama
from a variety of cross-cultural perspectives, including
those of American, European, and non-Western authors.
Of special significance are universal themes that examine
aspects of the human condition.

A History of Technology HUM5LO
This course investigates technology's implications on the
human condition throughout history. This examination considers technological advances based on human ingenuity,
observation, and experimentation. Examples are taken
from fields such as agriculture, communication, education,
manufacturing, medicine, and business.

Irish Literature I HUM55 I
Students study eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and twentiethcentury works of Irish authors such as Maria Edgeworth,
Somerville and Ross, Oscar Wilde, and J.M. Synge.
A significant portion of the course is devoted to the work
of William Butler Yeats.
Irish Literature II HUM552
This course emphasizes major twentieth-century Irish
authors including Sean O'Casey, Liam O'Flaherty, Brendan
Behan, Samuel Beckett, Brian Friel, and Seamus Heaney.
A significant portion of the course is devoted to the work
of James Joyce whose experiment in fiction revolutionized
modern literature.

Politics and Religion in the Media HUM512
Students examine the political and religious structure of
US society as it is reflected in the media. Issues such as
religious freedom, the Constitution, and the Supreme
Court, especially as related to church/state topics and
liberal vs. conservative views, are explored with reference
to free speech, censorship, public prayer and public vs.
private education.

Modern Ireland HUM553
The course provides an examination of politics, religion,
and culture in Ireland from 1798 to the present. Special
emphasis is placed on Irish Independence and the strife that
plagued Northern Ireland in the last decades of this century.

Masters of the Drama HUM513
Students study the plays of world dramatists that continue
to affect today's cultural attitudes. Themes developed from
the Greeks to Shakespeare and beyond enhance appreciation of classic drama on the modern stage, cinema, and
television.

The Irish Diaspora HUM554
Students look at Irish immigration to the United States,
Great Britain, Canada, and Australia from the time of the
potato famine to the 1990s. The Irish involvement in
politics, foreign affairs, and religion is emphasized.

Cross-cultural Perspectives on International Business
HUM515

Students study major cross-cultural themes that relate to
international business, especially in transnational corporations. Of special interest is the impact of corporations on
the less-developed nations (LDNs) where they operate.

Special Topic HUM580-589
Students explore topics of special interest to the humanities.
MA Thesis HUM590
Students write a master's thesis under the direction of a
faculty member with special competence in the subject.
Based on Turabian (latest edition), the 6-credit thesis
should contain 80 to 100 pages of clear exposition on an
original scholarly theme.

Religion and Science: Modern Perspectives HUM520
Crucial human issues are examined from the perspectives
of science and religion. By comparing and contrasting
tenets, approaches, and methodologies, students investigate
whether religion and science can be viewed in other than
an adversarial relationship.

Independent StudylResearch HUM599
These research courses are intended for directed study of
individually-selected topics in the Humanities. Proposals
for study are reviewed and approved by the faculty
supervisor, Program Director, and Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Art, Culture, and Society HUM530
Students examine contemporary art - especially film,
music, and painting - and its relationship to modern life
and culture. It is studied in its most prominent American,
and other, cultural contexts.
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HUMANITIES
PhD Program
EUGENE LAPPIN, FSC, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

The doctoral program in humanities provides an interdisciplinary investigation of the question "What does it mean
to be human in an age of advanced technology?" addressed
from the viewpoints of art, ethics, literature, human resources
management, philosophy, religion, and related areas. In one
form or another, the question commands attention at the
approach of the twenty-first century when even more
challenging technological issues will arise. This crucial
question is addressed from a humanities perspective: the
fields of art, ethics, literature, management, philosophy, and
religion focus the investigation of advanced technology 's
implications on humankind.
The University's PhD program in the humanities was
developed to integrate philosophical and humane insights
into the educational process while addressing current and
anticipated technological challenges.
During the program, especially in 600-level core
courses, students connect the humanities with their masters '
studies, professional expertise, life experiences, and PhD
specialties. They engage in study that builds on prior
knowledge while exploring ways that human life and
culture are affected by advanced technology. This integration leads to focused research for the doctoral dissertation.

Students progress through three phases and take thirteen
courses (39 credits); fewer if a student holds more than one
master's degree.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

In the initial program phase, students complete prerequisites, demonstrate proficiencies in computer usage and
reading a second language (access to international databases
is important to program research), take core courses that
explore the effects of advanced technology on modern
society and write research papers.
In the comprehensive phase, students choose a concentration from a variety of program areas to support the
dissertation topic and to build on earlier graduate work, life
experiences, professional expertise and interests. Courses in
the concentration and in the doctoral level core deepen
students ' understanding, help define dissertation topics and
aid in focusing research. Passing the comprehensive exam
requires integrating humanities core courses and earning a
B- grade point average.
During the final phase, students enroll in Dissertation
Research, HUM 690-699, each fall and spring and receive a
Pass or Fail grade, until all degree requirements are
completed. Dissertation topics are reviewed and approved
by the faculty mentor, two readers, the Program Director
and the Vice President for Academic Affairs. The dissertation is written under the direction of the mentor and two
readers . There is a formal dissertation defense.

INITIAL PHASE

Complete prerequisites, if any
Demonstrate computer and second language proficiencies
Required: Five courses (15 credits)
HUM 500 Research Seminar or approved substitute
HUM 510 A History of Technology or approved substitute
HUM 600 PhD Orientation
Two 600-level core courses
COMPREHENSIVE PHASE

Evaluation meeting
Vice President IAcademic Affairs (or representative), Program
Director and appropriate faculty discuss with student: progress,
remaining courses, concentration, proposed dissertation topic and
proposed composition of Dissertation Committee.

Eight required courses (24 credits)
Three courses in approved concentration andfive 6OO-level core courses

Comprehensive Examination
Upon passing the exam, students become eligible for the Certificate
of Advanced Graduate Studies in the Humanities (CAGS)
DISSERTATION PHASE:
MAINTAINING CANDIDACY STATUS

Enrollment in Dissertation Research and Writing,
HUM690-699, each fall and spring until PhD conferred
Approval of dissertation topic
Acceptance of fully-developed dissertation proposal
Review of dissertation draft
Public oral defense of dissertation
Committee recommendation that the PhD be conferred
STUDENT SPECIALTY OR CONCENTRATION

Students develop an individualized concentration by taking
three or four related courses in the humanities program
or in other graduate programs. The concentration should
support the anticipated area of dissertation research.
CORE COURSES

The eight 600-level core courses that form the basis of the
doctoral program in the humanities examine the human
implications of advanced technologies from artistic, ethical,
literary, managerial, philosophical and religious perspectives. Each course investigates what it means to be human
in an age of advanced technology.
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COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Following satisfactory completion of two proficiencies,
any prerequisites and thirteen program courses, students
are expected to demonstrate a broad understanding of the
program in a comprehensive examination. A three-day
written test based on core courses requires students to
provide evidence of proficiency by explanation, citation,
integration and evaluation.

PREREQUISITE COURSES

Research Seminar HUM500
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats to internal and external validity, sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED
GRADUATE STUDIES

NOTE: This course must be taken in the first year of graduate studies.

Students who pass the doctoral comprehensive examination
may apply for the Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies
in the Humanities by fili ng a request in the Registrar's
Office before the end of Salve Regina's last business day in
December. CAGS certificates are awarded at the following
Commencement.

A History of Technology HUM510
This course explores technology'S impact on the human
condition throughout history. Considered in this investigation are advances in technology based on human ingenuity,
observation, and experimentation. Practical examples are
taken from fields such as agriculture, communication,
education, manufacturing, medicine, and business.

DISSERTATION:
RESEARCH, WRITING, AND ORAL DEFENSE

PhD Orientation HUM600 Formerly HUM 590/598
This course provides a practical introduction to Salve
Regina University's doctoral program in the humanities.
Focusing on readings in the humanities that investigate
human implications of technology, the course facilitates
integration of the student's concentration, academic and
professional background and core courses. Students
prepare a research paper on their dissertation topic in
compliance with the Turabian style manual (latest edition).

Following successful completion of the comprehensive
exam, students enter the third program phase and maintain
candidacy status by enrolling in Dissertation Research and
Writing HUM 690-699. When the dissertation proposal is
accepted, students proceed to research and write a scholarly dissertation under the guidance of the Dissertation
Committee. Topics and approaches must contain original
contributions to knowledge within the scope of the doctoral
program. Each semester's work is graded Pass or Fail (PtF).
Students remain in the course until the dissertation is officially accepted by the University. When writing is complete
and the Committee approves, candidates are scheduled for a
public oral defense. Following final revisions, dissertations
are formally presented to the University for acceptance in
partial fulfillment of the PhD in the Humanities.

SPECIALTY OR CONCENTRATION COURSES 1500-LEVEl)

Students propose six to eight 500-level courses as their
specialty or concentration. From this group they are guided
by their advisor and the Program Director to select three
or four courses that relate to a potential dissertation topic.
Specialty or concentration areas are chosen from Salve
Regina graduate program courses.

DISSERTATION TIMEFRAME

DOCTORA L CORE COURSES (SOO·LEVEl)

Doctoral students are expected to complete their dissertation
at Salve Regina within seven years of passing the comprehensive examination. For rare and compelling reasons, a
request for a one-year extension may be presented in writing
to the Program Director.

Philosophical Perspectives on the Information Age
HUM605 Formerly HUM 600

This course provides opportunities for students to investigate technology in historical context as the organization
and institutionalization of knowledge for practical purposes.
Students examine the effect of technology on traditional
human wisdom that has served as a stabilizing force
throughout history.
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The Religious Component of Culture HUM610

Technology and the Human Condition HUM 635

Formerly HUM 601

Formerly HUM 606 CAPSTONE COURSE

Students examine the relationship between religion and
culture in the real world of constant historical change and
invincible cultural pluralism. Particular attention is given
to Christianity in the modern Western world with some
reference to the primal religion of a traditional (pre-literate)
society. Topics include ethnicity, culture, historicity, faith,
ideology, technology, prayer, symbol, ritual, religion, church,
ecumenism, sacrifice, politics and alienation.

This course is the ultimate preparation for the comprehensive examination and for admission into the dissertation
phase. Students and faculty seek to create a synthesis of the
human condition relative to advanced technological
influences.

Social and Strategic Management HUM615
Formerly HUM 602

Dissertation Research and Writing HUM690-699
This course is taken each fall and spring until the final
version of the dissertation is accepted. It guides the
candidate through the processes of researching, writing,
revising and defending the dissertation.

Social and organizational complexities have increased
exponentially through technological advances. The modern
manager must attain strategic goals without creating alienation in the workplace. Students and faculty explore experiential modalities for moving toward that realization by
encouraging development of the contemplative executive.
Social Transformation through Art HUM620
Formerly HUM 603

Students examine social change as reflected in and caused
by the imagery of art. The course critiques important
connections among art, technology, and philosophical ideas
expressed during periods of significant technological progress.
Ethics and Modern Technology HUM625
Formerly HUM 604

Guided by key principles of traditional Western ethics human dignity, justice, freedom, goodness, the common
good, and truth-telling- this course considers how modern
technology affects the human experience. Selected moral
questions arising from the use of science-based and capitaldriven technology are examined, e.g. , the search for a more
comprehensive ethic than the cost-benefit calculations of
popular utilitarianism.
Modern Literature and the Human Condition HUM630
Formerly HUM605

This course is based on imaginative works that reflect
conflicting moral and technological dilemmas of contemporary life. Classes focus on a range of major authors
whose perceptive insights illuminate the highly-momentous
human situation in the twentieth century.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Master of Arts Degree
DANIEL TROCKI, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

CURRICULUM

Dynamic changes have occurred with the dawn of the
twenty-first century and others are taking place that will
impact virtually every person in the world community of
nations. Prospects for peace over war, for economic wellbeing over poverty, and for fulfillment of certain political,
social, and cultural aspirations influence the relations of
states and continue to challenge the emerging new world
order. In this context, the International Relations program
focuses on the world not only as it is, but also as it might!
should be in light of the enduring values of the world's
great civilizations.
The International Relations program takes into account
ethical, political and legal factors associated with cultural
values and combines them with social science approaches
to analyze problems, integrate knowledge and suggest
alternative courses of action. Policy considerations, such as
the promotion of democracy, market economy, and human
rights provide a program focus. The program's primary
objective is the promotion of global harmony and justice.
Courses are designed for individuals who seek a
broader and deeper understanding of the contemporary
world. They are planned to prepare graduates for roles in
the increasingly interdependent world of the twenty-first
century. They are also designed to meet individual needs
and to help students prepare for or enhance their careers in
government, international organizations, business, finance,
teaching, research, or further study.

International Relations Core
Six required courses (18 credits):
HUM500 Research Seminar
INR501 Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues
INR502 Foundations of International Relations
INR503 International Organizations
INR504 International Law
INR520 Foundations of International Economics
CON CE NT RATI ONS

International Criminal J ustice
Four required courses (12 credits):
INR57
International Human Rights
INR574
International Crime
Comparative Justice Systems
ADJ575
International Terrorism
INR576
International Political Economy and Development
Four required courses (12 credits):
INR525
Politics of Global Economic Relations
INR526
Political Economy of Growth and Development
INR527
Alternative Market Systems in the Global Economy
MGT538
Global Business
Regional Studies Offered only through INRIGES -Extension Study
Four required courses (12 credits):
INR514
Western European International Relations
INR518
Russia and Eastern European Politics
INR524
Africa's Global Perspectives
INR528
China, Japan, and the Pacific Rim
INR535
Central Asia and India: Foreign Policy Concerns
INR550
United States and North American Politics
INR561
Contemporary Problems in Central and South
America
INR586
Politics of the Middle East

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students are required to take six core courses (18 credits).
They may concentrate in International Criminal Justice,
International Political Economy and Development, or
Regional Studies in the remaining courses. Alternatively, to
accommodate individual needs, mixed course distributions
may be approved by advisors.
Students are required to complete all degree requirements and an approved program of twelve courses (36
credits). Should the program committee agree that the
candidate has satisfactorily completed all work, it will
recommend conferral of the Master of Arts degree in
International Relations .

Electives
Two courses (6 credits):
Comparative Political Analysis
INR568
Contemporary International Issues
INR577
Why Wars Begin
HUM505
World Civilizations I
HUM506
World Civilizations II
ADJ502
History and Philosophy of the Judicial System
ADJ504
Social and Ethical Issues in the Justice System
ADJ506
Theories of Justice
INR580-589 Special Topics and/or Seminar
INR590
Thesis (6 credits)
INR523
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Regional Studies: INRIGES PROGRAM
Eight Regional Studies courses are offered only through
Graduate Extension Studies. This alternative to traditional
classroom learning allows students flexibility with their
time and place of study and provides a wide course
selection on a continuing basis. With advisor approval,
students may register for an INR course at any time.
FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM

Salve Regina University offers an accelerated International
Relations program for highly-motivated undergraduates
that culminates in conferral of the bachelor's and master's
degree. Interested undergraduates with a grade point
average of at least 3.0 apply to the Five-Year Program by
the end of junior year. Approved applicants take four INR
graduate courses as electives during their senior year. Two
of the courses may be applied toward the undergraduate
degree. Final acceptance into the program is contingent
upon fulfilling undergraduate degree requirements and
completing the four (3 credit) graduate courses. Students
take eight courses (24 credits)in the fifth year to complete
the Program with 152 credits.
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM

Study abroad graduate courses may be arranged through
a variety of programs outside the United States by the
student's advisor.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

Foreign language proficiency is strongly recommended and
may be required by the student's program advisor when
deemed appropriate for career goals. French, Spanish, and
Italian language courses are offered and opportunities exist
to achieve proficiency in other languages. Language study
credit is not counted toward the graduate degree in
International Relations.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CO RE COURSES

Research Seminar HUMSOO
Students explore various research techniques, then apply
that knowledge to analysis of existing research and to
designing and implementing their own research projects.
Concepts addressed in the course include preparation of a
literature review, qualitative and quantitative approaches,
triangulation methods, research designs, and their inherent
threats in internal and external validity, sampling techniques, data collection methods and ethical considerations.
NOTE: This course must be taken in the fi rst year of graduate studies.

Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues INRSOI
Students examine and compare the ethical standards and
approaches of Western and non-Western moralists in the
resolution of major moral issues. Readings include such
topics as nuclear proliferation, the search for peace,
ecological issues, world hunger, and genetic engineering.
Foundations of International Relations INRS02
Students explore the salient issues involving conflict or
cooperation in contemporary international politics. The
major topics include nation-state systems; struggle for
power among nations; continuities and changes in current
international relations; the role of diplomacy, ideology,
economics, military force, war, nuclear weapons, internationallaw and organizations; the quest for community; and
the relationship of moral and religious values to some of
the problems of international relations.
International Organizations INRS03
Students explore, by analytical overview, the background,
theory, and performance of international organizations.
With the sharply changing nature of global problems,
international organizations are evaluated from the twentieth-century perspective, concentrating on the role and
functions of the United Nations and the emerging pattern
of European communities. Students examine international
economic organizations, international regimes, and
regional military alliances, and consider future prospects
for international organizations and the state system.
International Law INRS04
Students examine the role of international law in today's
dynamic world. Topics include the ever-evolving concepts
of legal order, jurisdiction, territoriality, nationality, extradition, and sovereignty over land, sea, and air space, as well
as the broadening impact of human rights, statehood,
diplomacy, treaties, and international economic regulations .
Students also examine the ongoing quest to regulate the
use of force , including United Nations peacekeeping
operations.
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Foundations of International Economics INR520
This course is an analysis of the various issues that arise
from the economic relations among nations. Global trade
patterns, commercial policy and the international financial
system will be studied. The influence of regional economic
blocs, transnational resource mobility, environmental
concerns, resource depletion and the opposition between
human rights and economic interest will be addressed,
among others. Historical perspectives will be discussed
when feasible to enhance understanding of the nature and
structure of the contemporary world economy.

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT

The Politics of Global Economic Relations INR525
Students examine how the international political economy
operates; the interaction of international and domestic
political and economic factors in making and remaking
rules, policies, processes, and institutions for management
of interstate and private sector global economic and
commercial relations; and changing roles of states and
markets, markets and democracy, power and wealth and
their impact on sovereignty and independence.
The Political Economy of Growth and Development
INR256

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE

International Human Rights INR57 I
Human rights, their nature and emerging concepts, are
examined as well as basic needs and enforcement techniques. The role of human rights in US foreign policy is
explored and the promotion and protection of human rights
at the international, regional, and national level are also
examined.
International Crime ADJ574
Students study crimes that plague the world community:
present-day piracy, drug trafficking, air hijacking/sabotage,
hostage-taking, terrorism, genocide and war crimes.
International methods used to combat the crimes are
presented.
Comparative Justice Systems ADJ575
US law enforcement has, in many respects, become internationalized with the prevalence of world crime. This
course presents a comparative analysis of criminal justice
systems in several states with a specific focus on police,
courts, and corrections. Students examine different state
processes and institutions of criminal justice and try to
understand reasons for their variation.
International Terrorism INR576
International terrorism has taken on a new face since its
modern advent at the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich.
Today, for the first time, it is quite conceivable that
terrorists may gain control of weapons of mass destruction.
The bombing of the World Trade Center in New York and
the terror attacks against the Tokyo subway system and the
Federal Office Building in Oklahoma City are just three
indicators of an increasingly ominous trend. Topics will
include new trends in international terrorism; the growing
domestic terrorist trend; and the problem of proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction.
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This course looks at how economic growth and political
development can be promoted by a changing mix of
government and private sector policies and strategies.
Relevant theories, historical experience, and existing
domestic and international political and economic conditions are explored, as are controversies over the relationship of the markets-technology-growth-democracy nexus
and disputes over the costs and benefits of various types of
growth and development.

Alternative Market Systems in the Global Economy
INR527

This course utilizes a sociohistorical approach to enable
students to recognize, comprehend, and describe the paths
along which market economies move. Consequently,
students examine the way unique cultural factors such as
institutional arrangements and value systems mold and
modify particular economies. The approach enables students
to compare and contrast various business environments that
are also affected by these cultural factors .

Global Business MGT538
The course presents the backgrounds, patterns, and
practical operations of global business. Topics include
transnational corporations, global trade, and global
financial flows . The interactions between business policies
and the host country's sociopolitical and economic
environment are investigated.

International Relations

REGIONAL STUDIES

Contemporary Problems in Central and South America

offered only through

INR561

INR/GES -

Extension Study

Western European International Relations INR514
Students examine the international relations of Western
European states since 1945. They study the major economic,
political, military, and cultural factors that influence the
relations of the states among themselves and with the rest
of the world. Geopolitical implications of Western European
security and the integration of the European Community
are examined.
Russia and Eastern European Politics INR518
Students establish a conceptual framework for understanding international relations of Eastern European states since
1945. Special attention is devoted to recent changes in the
Russian government's approach toward foreign policy.
Global impact of these developments is discussed.
Africa's Global Perspectives INR524
This course analyzes the fundamental factors that influence
relations of contemporary African states within the continent and with the outside world. Such factors as African
social, economic, political, and cultural developments are
considered as well as reaction to African developments by
non-African states.
China, Japan, and the Pacific Rim INR528
Students examine major political, economic, military, and
cultural factors that influence the current relations of China
and the Asian states. Special emphasis is on the broader
Asian and global trends, including Japan, and the developing impact of the Pacific Rim states.
Central Asia and India: Foreign Policy INR535
Long divided between Russia and China, Central Asia has
partially returned to the international system. Five ex-Soviet
republics - Turkmenistan, Tadzhikistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan -as well as Outer Mongolia
must rapidly develop their weak economies, revive fragile
cultures, and devise astute foreign policies if they are to
survive. This course considers their history, politics, and
relationship with neighboring states, stressing their impact
upon the Indian subcontinent.
United States and North American Politics INR550
Students focus on the emergence of post-cold war United
States, the subsequent changes in the international system
of power since communism's collapse, and the continuing
demographic, political, economic, and social crises affecting
the US, Canada, and Mexico. How numerous contemporary
problems of the three North American nations affect their
foreign policy and relationship with one another is
considered.

This course focuses on the major political, social, economic,
and social problems of late twentieth-century Latin America
as well as United States-Latin American foreign relations
and issues of common hemispheric interest. Historical
background is provided as a framework for understanding
current problems and select countries are examined in depth.

Politics of the Middle East INR586
This course analyzes contemporary issues that face the
Middle East and their influence on global politics. Issues
examined include fundamentalism, cultural identities,
economic pressures, and threat of political instability as
well as prospects for prosperity and political development
at both national and regional levels.
ELECTIVES

Comparative Political Analysis INR523
This class looks at how existing political systems are
created, sustained, and overthrown. The dynamic interplay
of political power, theories, and historical experience
produce differing forms of government. How do these
differences affect today's world?
Contemporary International Issues INR568
Major problems in international relations are analyzed in a
seminar on a selected case-study basis. Topics include
global concerns that range from nuclear proliferation
through international terrorism to world overpopulation,
hunger, degradation of the global environment, and a new
international economic order.
Why Wars Begin INR577
Why do wars occur? This vexing question is at the very
center of the field of International Relations. In this course,
theories that seek to explain why wars occur are critically
examined by studying the origins of past wars. Historical
case studies are employed to test the causes of war.
In addition, this course seeks to examine the sources and
likelihood of future conflicts in the international system.
World Civilizations I HUM 505
This course focuses on the distinctive cultural achievements
that characterize the seminal Western civilizations. Students
examine growth and decline in national aspirations and
how the humanities shape cultural identity.
World Civilizations II HUM 506
This course proposes that through the humanities students
can effectively learn to appreciate the ancient cultures of
the Eastern world. The arts, wisdom, and ways of life in
historic civilizations are the theme of a cross-cultural
survey of the Middle East to Asia.
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History and Philosophy of the Justice System ADJS02
This survey course explores the history and philosophy of
the justice system in part by examining literature from the
traditions of natural law, legal positivism, and historical
jurisprudence. It is intended to deepen student appreciation
of the rule of law as it bears on administration of justice.
Social and Ethical Issues in the Justice System ADJS04
This course examines the application of ethical analysis to
social and legal issues in the administation of justice.
Theories of Justice ADJS06
Students examine judicial concepts and meanings from the
perspective of major philosophical systems.
SPECIAL TOPICS, THESIS, AND INDEPENDENT STUDY

Special Topics and/or Seminar INRS80-S89
Students explore topics of special interest related to
International Relations.
Thesis INRS90
Students write a thesis under the direction of a faculty
member who has special competence in the thesis subject
matter.
PREREQUISITE: Approval by [he student's advisor

Independent StudylResearch INRS9J-599
This research course is a directed study of independentlyselected topics in International Relations. Proposals for
topics are approved by the faculty member supervising the
independent study and the Program Director.
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GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDY
LEONA MISTO, RSM, Director

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Salve Regina's program in Graduate Extension Study
provides an alternative to traditional classroom learning by
acknowledging needs of students whose personal and pro
fessional circumstances make regular, on-campus study
difficult. Graduate Extension enables learners to establish
their own times and places for study by using facultyprepared guides for structured, step-by-step graduate-level
courses and degree programs. Students engage in one-onone relationships with faculty who guide and monitor
learning through written exchanges, telephone and e-mail.

Master of Arts Degree

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Applicants must have a baccalaureate degree from an
accredited institution along with the motivation and ability to
complete graduate work. They are encouraged to apply to
individual courses or to a master's degree program by
completing the application process described in the
Admissions section of this catalog. Students may take up to
two courses at once and may register at any time. Oncampus Master's Degree candidates may take Graduate
Extension Study courses for degree credit following written
approval from the Program Director.
SCHEDULES

Courses begin ten days after initial materials are mailed to
students and must be completed within six months. Those not
finishing a course in the allotted time should read about Incomplete and Withdrawal processes at the beginning of the
catalog. Those not completing courses receive a grade of F.
Master's degrees earned through Graduate Extension
Study must be conferred within five years of completing
the first degree course.
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT

Master's degree candidates who take seven or more Salve
Regina courses must complete an on-campus residency
requirement either by enrolling in an on-campus course or
attending the Graduate Extension Study Institute.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The Master of Arts program in Human Development
focuses on spiritual, emotional, and intellectual selffulfillment. Students consider the Renaissance Person a combination of scholar, artist, merchant - someone
knowledgeable about mathematics, engineering, poetry and
music - someone sensitive yet pragmatic and eager to
explore multiple facets of human potential. By examining
the Renaissance model and integrating an increasing body
of theoretical formulations and research findings, students
discover new ways to think, to learn and to promote selfdevelopment both for themselves and others.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students work with an advisor and program committee to
identify educational objectives, to design a flexible study
plan and to evaluate progress. They complete four developmental psychology courses and select, with advisement,
eight electives to complete the twelve course (36 credit)
program.
Human Development Core
Four required courses(l2 credits):
HDV519 Developmental Psychology: Infancy through
Adolescence
HDV539 Developmental Psychology: Adulthood to Aging I
HDV540 Developmental Psychology: Adulthood to Aging II
HDV54 I Psychology of Personality
Electives: Eight courses (24 credits)
Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues
HUM503 Great Writers I
HLC509
Toward Synthesis: Concept -Approaches
through Mind-Emotions
HLC586
Consulting with Systems
Four additonal courses determined in consultation with the
faculty advisor

HUM501

GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDY INSTITUTE

The Graduate Extension Study Institute, which occurs
between April and September, offers two academic courses
and a four-day, on-campus June weekend. The Institute
enables students to interact with faculty and other students,
fulfill residency requirements, complete up to two courses
(6 credits) in six months, identify with the University and
experience the beauty of Salve Regina's campus.
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Graduate Extension Study

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

MANAGEMENT

Regional Studies Concentration
Master of Arts Degree

Master of Science Degree
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Salve Regina's Master of Science Program in Management
Many dynamic global changes have occurred since the
is available only through Graduate Extension Study. It offers
dawn of the twenty-first century and others occurring now
a solid theoretical and practical management foundation and
are expected to affect everyone in the world community of
integrates information systems into the management role.
nations. Prospects for peace, for economic wellbeing, and
for fulfillment of certain political, social, and cultural
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
aspirations influence the relations among states and conStudents who successfully complete degree requirements and
tinue to challenge an emerging new world order. The
an approved twelve course program (36 credits) qualify for
program, planned for those who seek a broader and deeper
the Master of Science degree in Management. Concentrations
understanding of the contemporary world, helps prepare
are available in Correctional Administration and Insurance.
students for an increasingly interdependent twenty-first
century. In this context, the International Relations program
CURRICULUM
focuses on life as it is and as it might be in light of the
Management Core
enduring values of the world's great civilizations.
Eight required courses (24 credits):
The program's primary focus is to seek new ways to
* HUM500 Research Seminar (not required/or Insurance concentration)
achieve global harmony and justice. Courses address
MGT50l Organizational Theory and Behavior
individual needs and prepare students for enhanced careers
MGT503 Law and Business Organizations
in government, international organizations, business,
* MGT509 Management of Human Resources
finance, teaching, research or for further study.
* MGT518 Principles of Economics
MGT530 Marketing Management (not required / or Correctional
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Administration concentration)

Upon successful completion of all degree requirements and MGT540 Ethics for Managers: Theory and Practice
an approved program of twelve courses (36 credits), stuMGT575 Strategic Management and Business Policy
dents qualify for the Master of Arts degree in International * Offered during the Graduate Extension Study Institute.
Relations . Eight courses in the Regional Studies concentraCONCE NTRAT IO NS
tion are offered only through Graduate Extension Studies.
Master's degree students may register for an INR course at
Correctional Administration
any time with prior written approval from their advisor.
Required Courses: Five courses (15 credits)
ADJ523
Literature of Incarceration
COR50l
Correctional Administration I
CURRICULUM
COR511
Correctional Administration II
Research Seminar
* HUM500
COR521
Correctional Administration III
Ethical Perspectives on Global Issues
HUM501
HDV54l
Psychology of Personality
Foundations of International Relations
*INR502
INR504
INR518
INR524
INR528
INR535
INR550
INR561
INR568
INR586
MGT538

International Law
Russia and Eastern European Politics
Africa's Global Perspectives
China, Japan, and the Pacific Rim
Central Asia and India: Foreign Policy Concerns
United States and North America Politics
Contemporary Problems in Central and South
America
Contemporary International Issues
The Middle East
Global Business

Insurance
Required Courses: Five courses (15 credits)
Students may transfer up to 12 credits from :
CPCU 8 or MGT526 Financial Accounting, CPCU I and 2,
CPCU 3 and 4,CPCU 5 and IO,ARM 54, 55, or 56, AIC36.
Remaining electives selected from the Management concentration.

Management
Required Courses: Four courses (12 credits)
MGT526 Financial Accounting
MGT538 Global Business
MGT560 Labor Relations
ISS501
System Analysis and Design
ISS532
Business Data Communications
ISS534
Knowledge-Based Systems

* Offered during the Graduate Extension Study Institute.
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Board of Trustees

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 1998

M. Therese Antone, RSM '62, President
Newport, RI

Rita M. Munroe '96 Hon.
Ridgewood, NJ

Joseph A. Beretta
Lincoln, RI

Marypatricia Murphy, RSM '62, Treasurer
North Providence, RI

Norman R. Beretta
Jamestown, RI

Nuala Pell
Washington, DC

Starr Farrell Bordages, '66
Binghamton, NY

Paul 1. Pisano, Esq.
East Greenwich, RI

George L. Carney, Jr.
Brockton, MA

Peter W. Rector
Portsmouth, RI

Brian Cavanagh '96 Hon.
Greenville, RI

Barbara Riley, RSM
Riverside, RI

Peter Crowley
Newport, RI

Janet Robinson '72, '98 Hon.
New York, NY

Joseph R. DiStefano '95 Hon., Chair
Jamestown, RI

Thomas A. Rodgers, Jr., '98 Hon., Vice Chair
Newport, RI

Noreen Drexel
Newport, RI

Barbara Skeffington, , 67
Providence, RI

M. Rosalia Flaherty, RSM '84 Hon., Emerita
Pawtucket, RI

Donald Staff
Newport, RI

Jane Gerety, RSM
Atlanta, GA

Judith F. Sullivan '68
Newtown, CT

Andrew M. Hunt, Emeritus
Providence, RI

Irving Wiseman
Newport, RI

Gloria L. Lincourt
East Greenwich, RI
Frederick C. Lohrum
Middletown, RI
Frances Lynch, RSM
Riverside, RI
Mark P. Malkovich III '93 Hon.
Portsmouth, RI
Anthony P. Marandola
Narragansett, RI
The Most Reverend Robert Mulvee, '95 Hon.
Providence, RI
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Administration

ADMINISTRATION

M. Therese Antone, RSM, EdD
President
Barbara A. Kathe, PhD
Acting Vice Presidentfor Academic Affairs
Dominic C. Varisco, BS
Executive Vice President

Thomas P. Flanagan, MS
Vice President for Administrative Services
and Community Relations
William B. Hall, MBA, CPA
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs
Laura E. McPhie, MS
Dean of Enrollment/Admissions
John J. Rok, CAGS
Vice President for Student Life
Michael L. Semenza, BS
Vice President for Institutional Advancement

Patricia Combies, RSM, PhD
Deanfor Undergraduate Studies
Arthur Frankel, PhD
Associate Deanfor Graduate Studies
David U. Kim, PhD
Dean of Library Services
James H. Terry, PhD
Registrar

Dennis 1. DelGizzo, MS
Director of Residence Life
Christopher S. Jachimowicz, MS
Director of Campus Life
John F. Quinn, MA
Dean of Students

Thomas K. Brennan, MBA
Director of Information Technologies
Lucile R. Flanagan MA
Director of Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs
Frederick C. Promades, MBA
Director of Institutional Research
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Full-time Faculty

FULL-TIME FACULTY

PETER R. ALFIERI

JOHNNIE W. BRITTON

Associate Professor of Spanish

Professional Lecturer in Management

Rhode Island College, BA
Middlebury College, MA, DML

University of Nebraska, BGS
Claremont Graduate School, MA, MBA

CAMILLE A. ALLEN

JOHN BUCKLEY, FSC

Professor of Education

Professor of History

University of Rhode Island, BA
Rhode Island College, MEd, CAGS
University of Connecticut, PhD

Catholic University of America, BA
Manhattan College, MA
New York University, PhD

GEORGE L. ANDRADE, JR

WILLIAM BURRELL

Professional Lecturer in Physical Education

Professor Emeritus of English and Education

Eckerd College, BA
University of New Haven, MPA

Fordham University, BA
Boston University, MA
Harvard University, PhD

M. THERESE ANTONE, RSM, President

Professor of Management/Mathematics

JOAN CHAPDELAINE

Salve Regina University, AB
Villanova University, MA
Harvard University, MEd, EdD

Professor of Health Services Administration
Salve Regina University, BS, MS
Boston University, MS
Walden University, PhD

RONALD W. ATKINS
JOHN CHILDS

Assistant Professor of Management

Professor of Holistic Counseling

Roger Williams College, BA
Salve Regina University, MA, CAGS, PhD

Manhattan College, BS
Catholic University of America, MFA
Brooklyn College, MS
University of Tennessee, EdD

NORMA M. BAILEY

Professor of English
Mary Washington College, BA
Catholic University of America, MA
University of Wisconsin, PhD

PATRICIA COMBIES, RSM

Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Associate Professor of English

MARIANNE P. BARBA
University of Rhode Island, BA, MS

Salve Regina University, AB
Rhode Island College, MA
Carnegie-Mellon University, PhD

JANE HARRINGTON BETHUNE

CARMEL KELLY COUGLAN

Professional Lecturer in Nursing

Professor of Spanish

Professional Lecturer in Economics

Salve Regina University, AB
Tulane University, MA, PhD

University of Ulster, BA
Salve Regina University, MBA

NANCY BLASDELL

DANIEL M. COWDIN

Instructor in Nursing

Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

Old Dominion University, BSN, MS

Standford University, BA
Colorado State University, MA
Yale University, MA, MPhil, PhD

GABRIELE BLEEKE-BYRNE

Associate Professor of Art
University of Rhode Island, BA
Brown University, MA, PhD

LINDA CRAWFORD

Assistant Professor of Spanish
Western Michigan University, BA
University of Wisconsin-Madison, MA, PhD

LEO J. BOTTARI

Associate Professor of Biology
Stonehill College, BA
University of Notre Dame, MS
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Full-time Faculty

PRUDENCE CROKE, RSM

BERT S. EMERSON

Professor of Religious Studies

Professional Artist in Residence

Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Salve Regina University, AB
Catholic University of America, MA
Boston University, PhD

Swain School of Design, BFA
Rhode Island School of Design, MAT
ROSAMOND ETHIER, RSM

Associate Professor of Politics
ELAINE N. DANIELS

Professional Lecturer in Mathematics
University of Rhode Island, BS
Salve Regina University, MA

Catholic Teachers College, BS
Rhode Island College, MAT
Lehigh University, DA
LOIS EVELETH

JOAN B. DAVID

Professor of Philosophy

Professor of English
Newton College of the Sacred Heart, BA
Catholic University of America, MA
University of Rhode Island, PhD

Salve Regina University, AB
Loyola University of Chicago, MA
Providence College, MA
Walden University, phD

PETER A. DAVIS

MARABETH Y. FARRELL

Professional Musician in Residence

Professional Lecturer in Biology

University of Rhode Island, BA, MMus

University of New Hampshire, BA
Eastern Michigan University, MS

THOMAS DAY

Professor of Music

THOMAS P. FLANAGAN

St. Joseph's University, BA
Columbia University, MA, PhD

Vice President for Administrative Services
and Community Relations
Associate Professor of Management

JEAN DECOFFE

Boston University, BS, MEd
Salve Regina University, MS

Professional Lecturer in Nursing
Salve Regina University, BS, MS
Boston College, MS
MICHAEL DIMAIO

Professor of Philosophy
The Johns Hopkins University, BA
University of Rhode Island, MLS
University of Missouri, MA, PhD
ASCANIO DIPIPPO

Professor of Chemistry
University of Rhode Island, BA, MS, PhD
KAREN DOBSON

Professor of Religious Studies
Regis College, BA
Emmanuel College, MA
Walden University, phD
EILEEN DONNELLY

Professor of Nursing
Boston College, BSN
Wayne State University, MSN
Case Western Reserve University, phD

ARTHUR FRANKEL

Associate Dean for Graduate Studies
Professor of Psychology
State University of New York at New Paltz, BS, MA
Dartmouth College, phD
EULA W. FRESCH

Assistant Professor of Education
Georgetown College, BA
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, MA
Central Connecticut State University, MA
Temple University, EdD
TERRENCEJ. GAVAN,CPA

Associate Professor of Accounting
Northeastern University, BSBA
University of Massachusetts Amherst, MSBA
JUSTINE A. GEIGER, RSM

Professional Lecturer in Religious Studies
Providence College, BA, MA
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Full-time Faculty

CAROLE E. GIBBONS

WILLIAM JAMES HERSH

Instructor in Mathematics

Professor of Philosophy

Merrimack College, BA
University of Rhode Island, MS

De Pauw University, BA, MA
The Union Institute, phD

ROBERT GIRASOLE, DDS

ROBIN HOFFMANN

Associate Professor of Management

Associate Professor of Administration of Justice

University of Connecticut, AB
Bryant College, MBA

New York University, BA
Rutgers University, JD

ALICE TESCH GRAHAM

MAUREEN HYNES, OSF

Professor of Special Education

Assistant Professor of Health Services/Gerontology

Florida State University, BS
University of North Florida, MEd
University of Florida, PhD

Mount Alvernia College, BA
Salve Regina University, BS, CAGS
Newton College of the Sacred Heart, MPhil
University of Rhode Island, MS

JOHN GREELEY

Professor of Religious Studies

BARBARA A. KATHE

Manhattan College, MA
Catholic University of America, BA , STL, STD

Acting Vice president for Academic Affairs
St. Joseph College, BA, MA
Drew University, M Phil, PhD

MARY LOUISE GREELEY

Professor of Biology

CHRISTOPHER M. KIERNAN

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, BS

Professor of History/Education

Rhode

Island College, MS

College of Medicine, University of Florida, phD
MADELEINE GREGOIRE, DHS

Professor of Mathematics
Diocesan Sisters' College, BA
Catholic University of America, MA, PhD
WALTER EDWARD HARPER, JR.

Visiting Instructor in Sociology/Anthropology
Loyola University of Chicago, AB, MA
Brown University, MA
DONNA HARRINGTON-LUEKER

Visiting Assistant Professor of English
Merrimack College, BA
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, MA, phD
MARY HARTNETT, RSM

Professional Lecturer in Nursing
Pace University, BSN
University of Rhode Island, MS

Assumption College, BA, MA

Boston College, EdD
DAVID KIM

Dean of Library Services
Professor
Kyung Hee University, BA
Villanova University, MSLS
Indiana University, MLS, phD
JOSEPH LACOUTURE

Professor of Art
Rhode Island College, BA
West Virginia University, MFA
EUGENE LAPPIN, FSC

Professor of Humanities
Catholic University of America, BA, MA
Harvard University, phD
HAROLD E. LAWBER, JR

Associate Professor of Economics
North Carolina State University, BA, ME
University of Connecticut, PhD

JAYME HENNESSY

Professional Lecturer in Religious Studies
(Leave of Absence)

KATHERINE L. LAWBER

Professor of French

Barrington College, BMus
Providence College, MA

Stonehill College, BA
Purdue University, MA
Universite de Nice, Diplome
University of Minnesota, phD
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Full-time Faculty

SARAH J. LITTLEFIELD

ELLEN F. MCCARTY

Associate Professor of English

Associate Professor of Nursing

Springfield College, BS
Wesleyan University, MALS
University of Rhode Island, phD

Salve Regina University, BS
Boston University, MS
Boston College, phD

JOHNELLE LUCIANI, RSM

PAUL MCKILLOP

Associate Professor of Social Work

Assistant Professor of Accounting

Salve Regina University, AB
Rhode Island College, MA, MSW
University of Pennsylvania, phD

Queens University, Belfast, BS
Salve Regina University, MS
LEONA MIS TO, RSM

DANIEL THOMAS LUDWIG

Professor of Mathematics/Education

Associate Professor of Art

Salve Regina University, AB
Rhode Island College, MAT
Providence College, MA
Nova Southeastern University, EdD

Rhode Island School of Design, BFA
University of Cincinnati, MFA
NICHOLAS C. LUND-MOLFESE

Assistant Professor of Administration of Justice
Catholic University of America, BA
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, MA, JD
FREDERICK LUPONE

MARY L. MONTMINY-DANNA

Instructor in Social Work
Boston State College, BA
Northeastern University, MS
Boston University, MSW

Associate Professor of Information Systems Science
LeMoyne College, BS
Boston College, MBA

FREDERICK MUELLER, FSC

Visiting Assistant Professor of Education

Associate Professor of Philosophy

Catholic University of America, BA
Manhattan College, MA
Boston College, EdD

Providence College, BA
Duquesne University, MA, phD

JOANN MULLANEY

GEORGE T. LUZITANO

Professor of Nursing
FRANK D. MAGUIRE

Professor of Religious Studies
Loyola College, Montreal, BS
St. Michael's Seminary, BA
University of Montreal, MA, phD

Salve Regina University, BS
Boston College, MS
University of Connecticut, phD
PETER MULLEN

Associate Professor of Holistic Counseling
MICHAEL T. MALONE, CSSP

Associate Professor of Psychology
Holy Ghost Missionary College, BD
Boston College, BA, MAT, phD

St. John's Seminary, AB
Gregorian University, Rome, STL
Assumption College, MA
University of Massachusetts Amherst, EdD

BERNARD MASTERSON

LOUISE L. MURDOCK

Professor of Theatre

Associate Professor of Nursing

Providence College, BA
Brown University, MA
Fairfax University, phD

Salve Regina University, BS
University of Pittsburgh, MNEd, phD
BEVERLY J. MURPHY

GEOFFREY G. MCCAFFERTY

Professional Lecturer in Education

Assistant Professor of Anthropology/Archaeology

University of Connecticut, BA
Salve Regina University, MEd

University of California, Berkeley, AB
State University of New York at Binghamton, MA, phD
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Full-time Faculty

KAREN E. MURPHY

JULIETTE L. RELIHAN

Professor of Management

Associate Professor of Education

University of Rhode Island, BS
University of Washington, MSW
University of Southern California, MPA, PhD

Hunter College, MS
Fordham University, BS, PhD
JOHN J. ROK

STEPHEN V. MYSLINSKI

Vice President for Student Life
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies

Assistant Professor of English
State University of New York at Albany, BA
University of Illinois, MA
University of Maryland, PhD

Our Lady of Providence Seminary, BA
Catholic University of Louvain, AB, STB
Providence College, MEd
Salve Regina University, CAGS

ANN NELSON, RSM

Professor of Politics

KATHRYN FLOOD ROK

Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Niagara University, MA
Fordham University, phD

Professional Lecturer in Special Education
University of Cincinnati, BS
Xavier University, MEd

KATHLEEN NICKERSON

ERNEST E. ROTHMAN

Professional Lecturer in Education

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Rhode Island College, BS
University of Rhode Island, MA

Brooklyn College, City University of New York, BS
Brown University, ScM, phD

JAMES NUGENT

DONALD ST. JEAN

Professor of Chemistry

Professional Musician in Residence

Rutgers University, BA
Pennsylvania State University, phD

University of Rhode Island, BMus
New England Conservatory of Music, MMus

MARY C. O'BRIEN

CAROLINE M. SALVATORE

Associate Professor of Education

Professor of Psychology

Brown University, AB
Rhode Island College, EdM
Boston University, EdD

University of Rhode Island, BA, MA, PhD
BARBARA SHAMBLIN

Associate Professor of Art
ANTONY O' CONNOR, FSC

Goddard College, BA
Rhode Island School of Design, MFA, MAT

Professor of Humanities
Catholic University of America, BA
Long Island University, MLS
University of Santa Tomas, MA, phD

LINDAA. SILVESTRI

Instructor in Nursing
American International College, BSN
Anna Maria College, MSN

VINCENT PETRARCA

Professional Lecturer in Administration of Justice
ROGER SMITH

University of Rhode Island, BS
Ball State University, MA

Associate Professor of Management
(Leave of Absence)

EUGENA POULIN, RSM

United States Naval Academy, BS
Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, MBA
George Washington University, CPSM
Nova Southeastern University, DBA

Associate Professor of French
Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Assumption College, MA
University of Florida, PhD
JOHN F. QUINN

Associate Professor of History
Georgetown University, AB
University of Notre Dame, MA, phD
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Full-time Faculty

WILLIAM R. STOUT

DANIEL B. TROCKI

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Associate Professor of International Relations

College of the Holy Cross, BA
Colorado State University, MS
George Washington University, MBA
University of Virginia, PhD

Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, BS
Temple University, JD
George Washington University, LLM

MARGARET DUMAIS SVOGUN

Senior Lecturer in English

Associate Professor of English

Indiana University, AB
Boston University, MAT

SUZANNE VARISCO

Georgetown University, BA
National University of Ireland, MA
University of Dublin, Trinity College, PhD

JOAN R. VREDENBURGH

Visiting Assistant Professor of English
THOMASSVOGUN

Associate Professor of Administration of Justice

Rhode Island College, BA
University of Rhode Island, MA, PhD

Boston College, BA
Cornell University, JD

ANTHONY A.WALSH

Professor of Psychology
BETHANY HAWES SYKES

Assistant Professor of Nursing
Salve Regina University, BS
University of Rhode Island, MSN
University of Massachusetts Lowell, EdD

American International College, BA
Springfield College, MS, CAGS
University of New Hampshire, phD
VIRGINIA WALSH, RSM

Professor of Sociology
BARBARAA. SYLVIA

Associate Professor of Management/Education
Salve Regina University, AB, MA, MS
University of Pennsylvania, PhD

Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Boston College, MA
Boston University, EdD
LOIS WIMS

GLORIA TANG, OC

Associate Professor of Administration of Justice

Assistant Professor of Economics

Bryant College, BS
Salve Regina University, MS
University of Rhode Island, phD

Salve Regina University, BS, MS
Walden University, PhD
MICHAEL E. THOMBS

JORNZEUGE

Assistant Professor of Information Systems Science

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Assumption College, BS, MA
Worcester State College, MS
Nova Southeastern University, EdD

University of Hamburg, Cand rer.nat., Dipl.,-Mat; Dr. rer. na.

VICTOR LUX TONN

Professor of Economics
National Taiwan University, BA, BS
Brooklyn College, City University of New York, MA
Utah State University, PhD
University of Rhode Island, PhD
JOSEPH L. TOTO

Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Albright College, BS
University of California, Santa Barbara, MA, phD
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Affiliated Scholars/Adjunct Faculty

AFFILIATED SCHOLARS/ADJUNCT FACULTY

GEORGE P. ANTONE

WILLIAM P. HAAS

History

Humanities

Brown University, AB
Rutgers University, MA
Vanderbilt University, MA, PhD

Providence College, AB
Dominican House of Studies, LST
University of Fribourg, phD

DAVID G. BAZARSKY

CAROLYN M. HALL

Business Studies

Politics

Boston University, BS
University of Miami, JD, LLM

Boston College, BS
Boston State College, MEd
New England School of Law, JD

PAUL L. CARDOZA

Education

WILLIAM BRADFORD HALL, CPA

Southern Arkansas University, BS
University of Rhode Island, MS
Boston University, EdD

Business Studies
Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs
University of Rhode Island, BSBA, MBA

STEVEN COATY

MAURICE E. HALLADAY

Business Studies

Information Systems Science

University of Wisconsin, BS
Marquette University, JD

Tufts University, BS
US Naval Postgraduate School, MS
University of Massachusetts Amherst, PhD

LORI L. CRESWELL

Business Studies

ROBERT C. HARRALL

Boston University, BS
Suffolk University Law School, JD
Boston University, LLM

Administration of Justice
Drew University, BA
University of Rhode Island, MPA
University of Connecticut, PhD

JEFFREY R. FISCHER

Biology

KEVIN M. HEALY

University of Wisconsin, BS
Miami University, MS
Case Western Reserve University, DDS

International Relations
College of the Holy Cross, BS
George Washington University, MS
Salve Regina University, phD

FRANCIS J. FLANAGAN

Business Studies

REVEREND GERARD A. HEBERT

St. Michael's College, BA
Suffolk University Law School, JD

Religious Studies
Providence College, BA
St. John's Seminary, Boston, MDiv
Catholic University of America, JCL

JUDY S. GELLES

Art
Boston University, BS
University of Miami, MEd
Rhode Island School of Design, MFA

O. WILLIAM HILTON

Education

Holistic Counseling

Cheyney State College, BS
Rhode Island College, MS
Lesley College, MS
Nova Southeastern University, EdD

Elmira College, BA
American University, MA
Harvard University, EdD

Religious Studies

NANCY E. GORDON

REVEREND JOHN J. LAVIN
Our Lady of Providence Seminary, BA
University of Louvain, MA
Lateran University, JCD
St. Mary's Seminary and University, DMin

DAVID GUASTA

Health Services Administration
University of Connecticut, BA, phD
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Affiliated Scholars/ Adjunct Faculty

WILLIAM R. MACERA

JEAN M. PARENTEAU

Business Studies

Education

St. Mary's Seminary, STB
Fordham University, MA
St. Mary's Seminary, MDiv
Andover Newton, DMin

Fitchburg State College, BS
Southeastern Massachusetts University, MA
The Union Institute, phD
RAYMOND L. PICOZZI

NANCY G. MAGILL

Theatre

Biology

Providence College, BA
Boston University, MEd, EdD

Allegheny College, BS
Cornell University, MS, PhD

ELISE M. REGO
JULIA M. MAHON

Politics

Holistic Counseling

Lehigh University, BA
New England School of Law, JD

Temple University, BA
University of Rhode Island, MS
Boston University, EdD

JOHN RYAN

Administration of Justice
THOMAS J. MCDONALD

Education
Providence College, BA
Rhode Island College, MEd
Nova Southeastern University, EdD

Roger Williams University, BS
Salve Regina University MS
Suffolk University, JD
CAROLYN A. SCHNEIDER

Biology
ANDREW J. MCKAY

Business Studies
Fordham University, BA
Central Michigan University, MS
Albany Law School, JD
George Washington University, LLM
GERALD P. MCOSKER

Salve Regina University, BS
Boston College, MS, phD
VINCENT L. THOMPSON, JR.

Social Work
Morgan State University, BA
University of Maryland, MSW
Howard University Divinity School, MDiv, DMin

Religious Studies
HEATH TWICHELL

Providence College, AB, MA
Boston College, JD

Humanities

GEORGE MORRIS

United States Military Academy, BS
American University, MA, phD

Professor Emeritus Chemistry
Providence College, BS
University of Rhode Island, MS, phD
KEVIN P. MYERS

Education
Providence College, BA
University of Connecticut, MA, phD

HAROLD E. WATSON

Administration of Justice
Providence College, BA
Roger Williams University, BS
Salve Regina University, MS
New England School of Law, JD
CAROLYN WOOD

PAUL D. PAPARELLA

Nursing

Education

Salve Regina University, BS
Boston University, MS
University of Connecticut, phD

Hunter College, BA
Fairfield University, MA
Syracuse University, EdD
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Librarians

LIBRARIANS

PAULAA. ZEUGE

Philosophy

KLAUSBAERENTHALER

Rutgers University, BA
Salve Regina University, MA, PhD

Serial Librarian
University of Connecticut, BGS
University of Rhode Island, MLS

THOMAS R. ZORABEDIAN

Theatre

CHRISTINE BAGLEY

University of Rhode Island, BA, MA
Boston University, EdD

Interlibrary Loan Librarian
State University of New York at Oswego, BA
Syracuse University, MLS
JOAN BARTRAM

Collections Development Librarian
University of Rhode Island, BS, MLS
Salve Regina University, MA
BETSY DEAN

Reference Librarian
Wheaton College, BA
Catholic University of America, MSLS
DAVID KIM

Dean of Library Services
Professor
Kyung Hee University, BA
Villanova University, MSLS
Indiana University, MLS, phD
ANN KOWALSKI

Technical Services Librarian
Spalding University, AB
University of Notre Dame, MA
University of Rhode Island, MLS
JOHN K. LEWIS

Head of Reference Services
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, BA
Suffolk University, JD
University of Rhode Island, MLIS
MARY MERCY MCAULIFFE, RSM

Assistant Dean/Library Services
Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Marywood, MSLS
Salve Regina University, EdD (Hon.)
SHEILA O'BRIEN, RSM

Archivist/Circulation Supervisor
Catholic Teachers College, BEd
Lesley College, MA
Catholic University of America, MSLS
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ANGELUS HALL - Faculty Offices

4.

MARIAN HALL - Education Faculty Offices
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6.

GATEHOUSE - Campus Ministry

7.

O'HARE ACADEMIC CENTER

8.

WAKEHURST STUDENT CENTER
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9.

MCKILLOP LIBRARY
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10. MUNROE CENTER - Information Systems Center
11. MOORE HALL - Residence Hall
12. HUNT AND REEFE HALLS - Residence Halls
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13. OCHRE LODGE - Residence Halls
14. BREAKERS APARTMENTS - Student Residence
15. THE HEDGES - Residence Hall
16. FOUNDERS HALL - Residence Hall
17. FAJRHOLME CARRIAGE HOUSE - Student Residence
18. CAREY MANSION - Residence Hall
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19. SEAVIEW HALL - Residence Hall
20. FAJRLAWN APARTMENTS - Residence Hall
21. FAIRLAWN - Pell Center
22. BRAMBLE COTTAGE - President's Residence
23. WATTS SHERMAN HOUSE - Residence Hall
24. CARNLOUGH COTTAGE - Residence Hall
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25. WETMORE - Athletics Offices
26. MERCY HALL - Art & Theatre Center
27. SOUTH HALL - Career Development Center
28. NORTH HALL - Health Services
29. TOBIN HALL - English Faculty Offices
30. MILEY HALL - Residence Hall/Cafeteria/Security
31. NARRAGANSETT HALL - Residence Hall
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32. NARRAGANSETT I - Residence Hall
33. NARRAGANSETT 1I - Residence Hall
34. CONLEY HALL - Residence Hall
35. 1 LAWRENCE - Maintenance
36. GREENHOUSE - Grounds Office
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